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CHAPTER 6. FUELCELL EXPERIMENT TYPES
6.1 Overview of Experiments
1.1 System Requirements

- National Instruments GPIB-USB-HS adaptor and drivers or IEEE-488.2 Interface (National Instruments GPIB board) and IEEE cable
- Scribner Associates FuelCell Software
- PC with
  - Microsoft Windows XP Pro/Vista/7/8
  - 1 GHz or greater Pentium or equivalent processor
  - 512 Meg RAM
  - CD ROM
  - 2 USB Ports
  - Or greater specifications as required by the operating system used

1.2 Technical Support

Please review Chapter 2 - Software Installation and Chapter 3 - Getting Started before calling for support. Users of FuelCell Software can receive technical assistance through the following sources:

Contact the fuel cell system integrator where the FuelCell Software and electronics were purchased.

OR

U.S.A. and Canada:

Scribner Associates, Inc.
150 East Connecticut Avenue
Southern Pines, NC 28387
Software Support: Derek Johnson +1-925-862-2416 (Pacific Standard Time)
Fax: +1-910-695-8886
Email: fuelcellsupport@scribner.com

Other Areas:
  Contact your Fuel Cell Test System Representative
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1.3 Using This Manual

This manual includes the information required to install and operate the FuelCell software.

It is assumed that the user is familiar with Microsoft Windows and knows how to use the mouse and keyboard to access the pull-down menus.

Throughout this manual, you will be asked to select various commands from the FuelCell menu. Menu commands are printed as **BOLD**. For example if we say select **File**, click on the word ‘File’ in the pull-down menu at the top of the screen. Note that the letter F is underlined. This indicates that the item may also be selected by simultaneously pressing the <Alt> key and the F key (Alt+F). Selecting an item from this menu drops down a submenu. For example, selecting **File** drops down a submenu with items such as **Print** and **Exit**.

If we want you to select an item in a submenu, it will be referred to as `<menu item> | <submenu item>`. For example, we will indicate that you should select **Setup** and then **Fuel**... by asking you to select **Setup | Fuel**....

1.4 Safety Precautions

1.4.1 General

It is required that this equipment and software be operated and maintained only by trained and qualified persons familiar with fuel cell technology and safe laboratory techniques. All users should have adequate training and knowledge of the hazards associated with the use of pressurized flammable gasses and all applicable laboratory techniques before operation of this equipment.

The equipment and software described in this manual is supplied in a safe condition. To avoid injury to an operator, the safety precautions given below and throughout the manual must be strictly adhered to whenever the equipment is operated, serviced or repaired. For specific safety details, please refer to the relevant sections within the manual.

This equipment is designed for the control and measurement of fuel cells and should not be used for any other purpose. Scribner Associates accepts no responsibility for accidents or damage resulting from failure to comply with these precautions.

1.4.2 Material Safety Data Sheets

It is strongly recommended that **ALL** applicable material safety data sheets be read and understood for the protection of the operator. It is also recommended that due caution be used during all testing procedures. Although safety measures have been applied internally to the fuel cell test station, there are several regulations that may apply to a lab which uses flammable and/or compressed gasses. It is suggested that a lab structure be used that is not only safe but complies with the regulations of Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulation for pressurized gasses and flammable materials.

1.4.3 Hydrogen Safety

Use extreme caution during all testing procedures that use hydrogen gas.
1.4.4  Avoid Unsafe Equipment
The equipment may be unsafe if any of the following statements apply:

   Equipment shows visible damage.

   Equipment fails to operate properly.

   Equipment has been subjected to prolonged storage under unfavorable conditions.

If there is any doubt as to the serviceability of the equipment, do not use it before having it checked by a qualified service technician.

1.4.5  Live Conductors
The opening of covers or removal of parts of this equipment could expose live conductors. The equipment must be disconnected from all power and signal sources before it is opened for any adjustment, replacement, maintenance or repair.

1.4.6  Equipment Modification
To avoid introducing safety hazards, never install non-standard parts in the equipment, or make any unauthorized modification. Contact the local distributor or Scribner Associates for service and repair.

1.5  Chapter Summaries
CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION AND SAFETY
Describes system requirements and general safety considerations.

CHAPTER 2.  SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
Describes installation and configuration of the FuelCell software.

CHAPTER 3.  GETTING STARTED
Describes step-by-step start-up of the fuel cell test hardware and software.

CHAPTER 4.  SYSTEM OPERATION
Describes FuelCell setting parameters, system operation and making fuel cell measurements.

CHAPTER 5.  FUELCELL MENUS
Describes the functions available in FuelCell software menus.

CHAPTER 6.  FUELCELL EXPERIMENT TYPES
Describes experiments used to define a sequence of control and data acquisition events.

CHAPTER 7.  DATA and FILE FORMATS
Defines FuelCell data values and parameters, and describes the data file structure.
CHAPTER 8. ARBITRARY CONTROL
Describes commands and structure of Arbitrary Control files.

CHAPTER 9. TROUBLESHOOTING
Typical solutions for the most common connection, startup, and operation problems.

CHAPTER 10. FUELSTAT MONITORING SOFTWARE
Describes installation and operation of FuelStat software for local or remote monitoring of Fuel Cell Test Systems.

CHAPTER 11. INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION
Describes configuration of FuelCell software.

CHAPTER 12. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS
Describes hardware and software configuration for impedance measurements using model 880 FRA or Solartron FRA.

CHAPTER 13. FUELAUX.INI FILE SETTINGS
Describes setup and use of the “fueaux.ini” file for use with an 892e Data Expansion Unit or 850 Auto Multi Gas Selector Unit (AMG).

CHAPTER 14. FLOW RATE SETTINGS & STOICHIOMETRY
Compares Fixed Minimum Flow Rate vs. Load-Based Minimum Flow Rate on the resulting stoichiometry and flow rate while under load.
2.1 Introduction

The *FuelCell* software CD contains a Setup program that will install the software required to operate Scribner Associates’ 890/850 Fuel Cell Test Systems.

Either ONE or TWO Fuel Cell Test Systems can be controlled by a single PC.

Section 2.2 describes the installation of the *FuelCell* software for use with ONE Fuel Cell Test System.

Section 2.3 describes the installation of a SECOND Fuel Cell Test System on a single computer. **Note:** A single Test System must be installed and tested as described in Section 2.2 before the second system is installed.

2.2 *FuelCell* Software Installation for Use with ONE Fuel Cell Test System

This section contains the procedure for installing the *FuelCell* software that will control one 890/850 Fuel Cell Test System from one computer.

2.2.1 Materials

- *FuelCell* software CD

- 890B CALIBRATION disk (890C/CL/e/ZV and 850C/e systems do not require a calibration disk)

**Very Important:** The files on the 890B CALIBRATION disk are unit-specific and it is very important that the original disk be kept in a secure place. DO NOT use the calibration disk from a different unit.

2.2.2 Installation from a CD

To properly install software on a PC with Windows XP Pro/Vista/7/8 you MUST log on using an account with Administrator rights. If you do not have administrator rights for the computer, the setup programs will display an error message and will not install. Consult your computer system administrator for more information on user account types.

The *FuelCell* software CD contains an installation program. Do not directly copy the files onto a hard disk as they are compressed and will not run. The CALIBRATION disk will be requested by the *FuelCell* installation program if required.
The installation program:

1. Installs all programs to a subdirectory `c:\fuelcell\`
2. Creates subdirectory for data under the name `c:\fuelcell\data`\`
3. The installation also creates a Program Group under the name ‘FuelCell’
4. The installation creates a FuelCell startup icon on the desktop

**Installing FuelCell Software:**

1. Insert the Scribner Associates, Inc. disc into the CD drive. If the setup program does not automatically start, run the SETUP program on the CD.
2. Click once on the FuelCell button to start the installation. Follow the instructions in the installation screens.

4. The default installation location is C:\FuelCell\. To install the program to a drive other than C:, change the selected drive from the Destination Directory screen.
5. Select the appropriate model.

6. Select the appropriate power and current rating. Power and current ratings are listed on the back panel of the unit.

   a. 890B only: When prompted insert the unit-specific calibration floppy disk for the Fuel Cell Test Station.
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7. Enter the Serial Number of the unit. The serial number is listed on the back panel of the unit.

8. The installer is now ready to install the FuelCell software. Select “Next” to complete the installation.
9. Select “Finish” when the installer completes the installation.

![Setup Wizard Complete](image)

10. The installer will add a shortcut icon to the desktop.

Double click the short-cut to start the *FuelCell* software or navigate to the installation directory and double-click on the “FuelCell.exe” file.

![Desktop Shortcut](image)

11. When the program is started, an additional monitoring program called **SAI 890 OLE Load Control** will be started and remain running to indicate the connection of the
2.3 FuelCell Software Installation for a Second Fuel Cell Test System

This section contains the procedure for installing a second Fuel Cell Test System on a single computer.

**Install and test the first test system as described in section 2.2 before proceeding.**

No new software is installed using this procedure. The configuration files are modified and additional startup icons are created to access multiple test stations.

### 2.3.1 Installation from a CD

**Installing FuelCell Software:**

1. Label the 1st installed and tested Test Station as *Station #1*. Label the 2nd unit as *Station #2*.

2. Insert the *FuelCell* software CD into the computer CD drive. If the setup program starts automatically, close the setup program.

3. Using Windows Explorer, locate the *FuelCell* directory on the CD.


5. Make sure that the Destination Directory matches the drive/directory used when installing the *FuelCell* program.

6. Define Station #1. Confirm the Station Name and GPIB Address settings for the existing station.

7. Define Station #2. The recommended GPIB address for the second Fuel Cell Test station is 10. **Note that the second station hardware must be set to this GPIB address (10).**

8. Select the Model for the second unit.
   a. All types except 890B: Power and Current ratings are listed on the back panel of the unit.
   
   b. 890B only: When prompted insert the unit-specific calibration disk for the Fuel Cell test station.

9. All types expect 890B: Enter the Serial Number listed on the back panel of the unit.

10. Click “Finish” to complete the installation.
2.3.2 Operation of Two Fuel Cell Test Systems

Two *FuelCell* icons will appear on the desktop. These correspond to the two Test Systems. Double click the *FuelCell*-1 icon to start the first Test System. Double click *FuelCell*-2 to start the second Test System.

To fit the two *FuelCell* windows onto the monitor, right click on the Windows taskbar at the bottom of the screen, and choose **Tile Windows Horizontally**. This will place the screens one over the other.

2.3.3 Updating *FuelCell* for Use with Two Fuel Cell Test Systems

To update an older version of the *FuelCell* 2.x on a computer that is already controlling two Fuel Cell Test Stations, **it is only necessary to install the new version *FuelCell* Software CD**. The calibration disks will not need to be reloaded.

**Update *FuelCell* Software:**

1. Log on to the computer using the Administrator account.

2. Note the existing *FuelCell* software icon names before updating. They will still be on the Windows desktop when the *FuelCell* software update is complete.

3. Insert the *FuelCell* software CD into the computer CD drive. If the setup program does not automatically start, run the SETUP program on the CD.

4. Click once on the *FuelCell* Button to start the installation. Follow the instructions in the installation screens.

5. When prompted for the **Destination Directory**, make sure that it lists the **existing *FuelCell* directory** on the computer hard drive.

6. **If prompted for the Calibration Floppy Disk, click on the cancel button.** DO NOT reload the calibration files from the *FuelCell* software.

   Updating the *FuelCell* program may make a new generic *FuelCell* icon on the Windows desktop. Delete the new generic *FuelCell* icon.

   **For example:** The original *FuelCell* icons are named *Bert*-1 and *Bert*-2, after updating the software a new icon named *FuelCell* will appear on the desktop in addition to *Bert*-1 and *Bert*-2 fuelcell icons. Delete the new generic *FuelCell* icon.
This chapter describes initial start-up of the fuel cell test system and the FuelCell software. This includes application of the fuel cell gasses, electrical and mechanical connections to the fuel cell test fixture (cell electrodes or current collectors, fuel gas feed and return lines), applying AC power to the test system hardware, and finally, starting the FuelCell control program to control the test system and collect data.

### 3.1 Preparation

Locate the system test equipment, that is, the model 840/850/890 series Fuel Cell Test System, the PC used to control and monitor the fuel cell tests, and the gas control system in a suitable lab environment. The user is responsible for determining and implementing all safety requirements. If you have purchased a fuel gas control system from a system integrator, refer to their manuals for connection of the equipment.

When the user has connected the appropriate fuel and purge gas sources to the test system gas inputs, ALL fuel gas regulators, fittings, connections, gas tubing, and valves should have been leak tested for safety. Provide for adequate ventilation. Observe all safety precautions associated with the fuels in use. When in doubt, consult the gas supplier’s material safety data sheets.

At this time, the purge gas tank valve (normally N₂) and its regulator may be opened to verify that the purge flow is present. Depending on the design of the fuel system, AC power may need to be applied before purge flow is present. Pressure switches may also be installed on the input gas lines at the humidification and fuel unit to verify that adequate supply pressures of gasses are present for operation of the test system. If these switches are used and any of the three pressures fall below preset limits, the fuel cell and load cannot be activated.

Some fuel cell gas control hardware is designed such that the purge gas valves are normally open at all times when fuel gas is not applied. As a result, if electrical power to the system is interrupted, the fuel cell purge gas will flow and the fuel gasses will be turned off.

**Before proceeding:**
1. Inspect and leak check all gas connections
2. Examine all cable connections between the equipment and the fuel cell
3. Install the GPIB interface device in the computer
4. Perform the GPIB hardware tests on the National Instruments interface device

Turn on the computer. It is assumed that the computer has been properly configured with the GPIB interface, the National Instruments GPIB drivers, and the FuelCell software installed as outlined previously. Start Microsoft Windows, but DO NOT start the FuelCell software at this time.
Apply AC line power to the 840/850/890 unit by placing the POWER switch in the ON position. The cooling fans in the load unit should start, and the cell potential monitor meter and temperature controllers should illuminate. The temperature controllers should display "SELF TEST" for several seconds and then revert to their default setpoints.

### 3.2 Starting the FuelCell Software

In order to start the FuelCell software, complete the following steps:

**Note:** The user should thoroughly review Chapter 5 - FUELCELL MENU before proceeding.

**Note:** It is recommended that you disable any screen saver while you run FuelCell so that you can see alarms on the screen. An alarm condition will not clear a screen saver utility!

**Note:** The factory setting for the temperature controller maximum setpoint is 120 °C (cell) and 99 °C (humidifiers) for use with PEM-type fuel cells. The FuelCell program cannot set the respective setpoint above this value. It is possible to reprogram the temperature controllers to accept higher values for other types of cells; contact the factory or local representative for more information.

**Note:** Not all test systems can perform current interrupt (iR) functions. If your system does not contain these functions, the parameters relating to iR will not be displayed in the screens shown in this manual.

An icon should have been installed on the Windows desktop as part of the software installation. From Windows XP Pro/Vista/7/8, click on the FuelCell program icon to start the program. If no icon is shown, click on Start and select Programs.... Select the FuelCell group and then click on the FuelCell icon.
When *FuelCell* is first started, the **Setup Cell** menu will appear. The purpose of this menu is to select the cell operating parameters. The default values in the *fuelcell.ini* configuration file will be loaded.

This menu is described in detail in section 5.3.4.

You may change any of the values in this menu or leave them at their defaults, if they match the cell.

Values in this menu can be altered later under the **Setup | Cell...** menu.

The **Setup Fuel** menu appears next. The purpose of this menu is to select the fuel operating parameters for the fuel cell.

The Setup Fuel menu is described in detail in sections 5.3.5 and 5.3.6.

The default values in the *fuelcell.ini* configuration file will be loaded. Note that there are three basic parameters to be selected for both the anode and cathode fuels: The minimum fuel flow rate, the load-based flow rate, which is determined by the cell current, and the humidifier temperature. You may change any of the values in this menu or leave them at their defaults. (Any changes will be saved as the default values when the menu is closed). All values in this menu can be altered later under the **Setup | Fuel...** menu. When you are satisfied with the values, click **OK**. If you have changed some values and then wish to discard them and accept the
defaults, click **Cancel**. For more information on this menu, see *Chapter 6.9 - Setup Fuel Menu*. When these selections are complete, the main screen of *FuelCell* will open. If it is not already full size, maximize this window by clicking on the maximize icon in the upper right corner of the *FuelCell* window.
As stated in the previous section, when starting the FuelCell software the following two screens will appear before going to the FuelCell Main Menu.

1. First Screen: Setup Cell
2. Second Screen: Setup Fuel
3. The main window of FuelCell appears as in the figure below:

**VERY IMPORTANT:** Most units are delivered with a gas control system and are preconfigured to match the gas system. If your unit did not come with a gas system, see Chapter 11 for configuration information.
4.1 Preparation for Operation

The main tasks to be performed at this time are:
- Confirm cell fixture is connected to the load terminals
- Check for proper sense lead connection to cell
- Confirm or alter fuel cell operation parameters
- Choose the types of displays for data
- Allow the humidifiers and cell fixture to reach a stable operating temperature
- Apply the fuel gasses to the fuel cell ("Apply Fuel" Button)
- Confirm flow rate of fuel and open circuit cell potential
- Measure the open circuit potential and apply a load to the fuel cell
- Start the data collection process

The FuelCell screen is divided into several sections as shown below. Each section is further described in the remainder of this chapter.
4.2 Control Buttons

In the top-left corner of the window are three large buttons, **Apply Fuel**, **Apply Load**, and **Apply All Temp**. They operate as follows:

**Apply Fuel** – Clicking on this button stops the flow of purge gas and turns on both fuel gasses. Once the fuel gasses are activated, this button becomes red and displays the message ‘Stop Fuel’. Clicking on this will stop the fuel flow, start the purge gas, and turn the button back to its original state. If the load is applied when you click on the **Stop Fuel** button, the load will be removed.

The Fuel button provides control signals to internal and/or external gas flow valves on Scribner Associates’ 840/850 instruments or external flow valves that are components in equipment provided by other vendors. Refer to the fuel system documentation provided by the fuel gas system vendor to confirm that this function exists.

**Apply Load** – Note: Prior to activating this control make certain that the fuel cell is connected to the load bus and the sense leads are properly connected. Failure to do this may result in damage to the load unit or the fuel cell under test. Clicking on this button enables the fuel cell load. The load cannot be enabled unless the fuel flow button has been activated first. An error message will result, if you attempt to apply the load without the fuel flow enabled. Once the load is applied, the button turns red and displays the message ‘Stop Load’. Clicking on this will open circuit the load and turn the button back to its original state.

**Apply All Temp** – Clicking this button applies the temperature setpoints defined in the ‘Setup Cell’ and ‘Setup Fuel’ menus. Individual temperatures can be applied using the check boxes to the right of the button. When any temperature is applied, the button turns red and displays the message **Stop All Temp**. Clicking on this will apply the Standby Temperature Setpoint defined in the Instrument Configuration screen.

4.3 Data Values

Below the apply buttons appear three large meters. The **Current** and **Potential** meters have fixed functions and always display total cell current and total cell voltage. The two user meters may be modified to display any of the measured values.

The right edge of **FuelCell** displays the complete list of measured values.

**Very Important:** The check boxes next to each value select the values which will be saved in data files. **If the box is checked, the value will be saved.** If the box is not checked, the value will **not be saved**. When data acquisition is in progress, the selected values cannot be changed. Because data files can be very large, it is important to save only the values which are necessary.

The **Up** button to the left of the list will compress the list so that only the saved values are
displayed. A compressed list may be expanded using the Down button.

The Size button will expand the list to use the full height of the FuelCell window.

Note that your system may not have all of the parameters shown in this manual. Not all systems contain fuel flow controllers, reformate simulators, or current interruption capabilities.

A more complete description of each value is given in Chapter 7.

4.4 Background

FuelCell has two different control modes, Background and Experiments. The background mode allows immediate manual control of the cell conditions. Background may be thought of as a “steady state” mode, since the fuel cell is in operation at a fixed control point. Experiments are used to perform a predefined sequence of events.

When the system is started, it initially operates in the background mode. It also reverts to the background conditions after an experiment sequence has been completed. If the background conditions are changed while an experiment sequence in progress, the new background conditions will be applied after the sequence is completed.

The background section of FuelCell is shown below:

The Cell icon is used to define conditions such as the electrode size, potential and current limits, and cell temperature. The ‘Background Setup Cell’ screen is also displayed during program startup. This allows the background conditions to be set before the system is started. These parameters are further described in Chapter 5.

The Fuel icon modifies fuel flow levels and temperatures. The ‘Background Setup Fuel’ screen is also displayed during program startup. This allows the background conditions to be set before the system is started. These parameters are further described in Chapter 5.

If the test system has optional impedance measurement capabilities, the Frequency Analyzer icon can be used to adjust the measurement settings. These parameters are further described in Chapter 5.

The Recording icon is used to adjust the data acquisition rate used when the instrument is operating in the background mode. The Start icon is used to specify a data file and start acquisition. While background data acquisition is in progress, the Record icon can be used to change measurement rates, the Pause button can be used to temporarily stop acquisition, and the Stop button ends acquisition. If an experiment sequence is started, the background acquisition is normally halted and resumes after the experiment sequence finishes. The Record button can be
used to modify this behavior, so that the background data file receives data during experiments.

The cell may be controlled using constant current, constant voltage or constant power Control Modes. The Control Value may be specified by typing a new value and clicking on Apply, or by moving the Control Scrollbar. The control rate or limits of the scrollbar are defined by the minimum and maximum limits defined in the Setup Cell screen.

The Record and Control spinners indicate which functions are active. For example, when an experiment is being performed, the background Control spinner will stop and a Control spinner in the experiments section of the screen will be displayed indicating that the load is being controlled by the experiment and not by the background setting.

### 4.5 Experiments

Experiments are used to define a sequence of control and data acquisition events. A short description of each experiment in the sequence is displayed in the experiment list.

*Edit...* is used to modify the settings for the highlighted line in the experiment list.

*New...* inserts a new experiment into the list. Note: the new experiment is inserted before the line that is highlighted. To move an experiment to the end of the list, highlight the blank line at the end of the list.

*Delete* removes a line from the experiment list.

The *Up* and *Down* buttons are used to change the order of the experiments in the experiment list.

*Run All* starts the experiment sequence. All of the experiments in the list will be performed.

*Run Sel* begins the experiment sequence. Only the highlighted experiments are performed.

While experiments are in progress, two options are available. *Stop* will end the experiments and return the system to the background mode. *Skip* will end the current experiment and proceed to the next experiment in the list.

The following experiment types are available. Each experiment is further described in Chapter 6 - Experiment Types.

- **Open Circuit** Measures the Open Circuit Potential for a specified amount of time.
- **Constant Current** Applies a constant current for a specified amount of time.
- **Constant Voltage** Applies a constant voltage for a specified amount of time.
- **Constant Power** Applies a constant power for a specified amount of time.
- **Scan Current** Sweeps the applied current between specified setpoints.
- **Scan Voltage** Sweeps the applied voltage between specified setpoints.
Arbitrary Control  Applies an arbitrary control sequence defined in an external file. This can be used to create complex load cycles.

Change Cell  Changes the cell definition parameters. The cell parameters include the cell temperature and alarm limits.

Change Fuel  Changes the fuel flow and humidification conditions.

Change Anode Reform  Changes the anode reformate simulator fuel mixture. Note: Only available, if system contains optional reformate simulator hardware.

Impedance: Sweep Frequency  Performs an impedance measurement.  
Note: Requires a Solartron FRA or Scribner 880 FRA. Does NOT require ZPlot software.  
See Chapter 12 for more information on impedance measurements.

Impedance  Performs an impedance measurement using ZPlot. Note: Requires ZPlot software and Solartron FRA. See Chapter 12 for more information on impedance measurements.

Run External Utility  Runs a user-written external program.

Repeat Loop  Inserts a loop into the experiment list. Experiments that are placed within the loop will be repeated a specified number of times.

4.6 Graphs

The lower portion of the screen is used to display graphs of the measured data. Any number of graphs may be displayed at the same time.

New graphs are created using the Graphs Menu. Select the X-axis type, and then select the Y-axis from the available options. Note: Only the parameters which will be saved in data files are available as graph axes.

After a graph is created, other configuration options are available by clicking on the graph using the right mouse button and selecting Setup....

Use the Windows | Tile options to rearrange to the graphs on the display. Each graph may display either background data or experiment data. Separate time values are maintained for each mode.

4.6.1 Background Data

The data is graphed with both red dots and blue lines.

The red dots are displayed every second, independent of the data acquisition rate and show the
last 1,000 seconds of operation. They provide a continuous, live display of the cell conditions.

Blue lines connect data points that are being saved to the background data file. Only the last 10,000 data points are displayed. Other data may be contained in the data file, but not displayed on the graph. If background data is not being saved, the blue lines will not be displayed.

The time axis is reset to zero when background data acquisition is started (using the background Start Recording button). Starting and stopping experiments do not reset the background time axis to zero.

The Pause and Continue functions do not reset the time axis.

4.6.2 Experiment Data
The data is graphed with both red dots and blue lines. Both dots and lines are displayed at the rate specified by the experiment being performed. If no data file is specified for the experiment, the red dots will be displayed, but not the blue lines.

The time axis is reset to zero when an experiment sequence is started (using the Run button). Time is not reset to zero between experiments in a sequence. For example, if two experiments are run in a sequence, and the first experiment lasts 100 seconds, the data from the second experiment will start at $t = 100$, not at $t = 0$.

4.6.3 Scaling Graphs
Graphs can be rescaled using several different methods.

To specify fixed axes limits, right-click on a graph and select Setup....

To autoscale the graph so that all data points are visible, right-click on the graph and select AutoScale.

To autoscale all graphs, use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+A.

To create a scrolling axis, right-click on the graph and select AutoScroll. The current span of the x-axis will be maintained and the axis will scroll to the left as new data is acquired. To change span of the scrolled x-axis, use Setup... to manually select an axis range and then select AutoScroll. Alternately, use the zoom feature described below to select a span of data and then select AutoScroll.

To Zoom the axes to examine data more closely, click on a graph, hold down the mouse button and drag the mouse to select an area of data. Data inside the rectangle will be expanded to fill the graph. After zooming, the axes will be fixed and may not display new data. Use AutoScale or AutoScroll to resume automatic scaling.
CHAPTER 5. FUELCELL MENUS

5.1 Main FuelCell Menu

Under each of the items in the main menu are a series of sub-menus organized by function.

Note: Many of the Menu items can be accessed by button on the main screen. In this section of the manual, pictures of the buttons are shown next to each matching menu item.

File options are used to load and save experiment configurations, setup printers, and exit FuelCell.

Background is used to change the configuration of the background control conditions. All of these functions are also available using the icons within the main area of the program.

Experiments is used to control the experiment list and used to perform a sequence of experiments. All of these functions are also available using the icons within the main area of the program.

Graphs changes which graph types are displayed.

Window changes how the various graphs are organized on screen.

Help can be used to access the Software version number and copyright information.

5.2 File Menu

5.2.1 File | New Setup

Resets all parameters to their factory defaults. Note that this does not necessarily represent the settings at the beginning of a FuelCell session. When FuelCell starts, it automatically loads the most recently loaded setup file. To return to these settings, reload the setup file using File | Open Setup...

5.2.2 File | Open Setup...

Loads a FuelCell setup file. All of the experiment parameters are set to the values in the specified setup file.

Note: The background settings are NOT saved in the setup file. Each time FuelCell exits, the
background settings are saved to the fuelcell.ini. When FuelCell starts, the background settings are reloaded so that it is in the same state. Loading a setup file will not alter the background conditions.

5.2.3 File | Save Setup
Saves the current experiment settings under the last used setup file name. If you have not loaded or saved a setup file since starting FuelCell, Save Setup As... (below) is used instead. If a setup file is saved and FuelCell is exited and then restarted, the previous setup file is automatically loaded.

5.2.4 File | Save Setup As...
Saves the current instrument setups under a user specified file name. The suffix ‘.FC3’ is automatically appended unless you specify one. If a setup file is saved and FuelCell is exited and then restarted, the previous setup file is automatically loaded.

5.2.5 File | Instrument Configuration...
The instrument configuration settings are used to describe the gas control system and other accessories attached to the 850/890 load unit. See Chapter 11 - Instrument Configuration for more information.

5.2.6 File | Printer Setup...
This command selects the type of printer to be used when printing.

5.2.7 File | Print
Prints the active (high-lighted) graph. A graph can also be printed by right-clicking on the graph and selecting Print.

5.2.8 File | Exit
Exits the program.

5.3 Background Menu
FuelCell has two different control modes, Background and Experiments. The background mode allows immediate manual control of the cell conditions. Experiments are used to perform a predefined sequence of events.

When the system is started, it initially operates in the background mode. It also reverts to the background conditions after an experiment sequence has been completed. If the background conditions are changed while an experiment sequence in progress, the new background conditions will be applied after the sequence is completed.
5.3.1 **Background | Apply Fuel**
Clicking on this button stops the flow of purge gas and turns on both fuel gasses. Once the fuel gasses are activated, this button becomes red and displays the message *Stop Fuel*. Clicking on this will stop the fuel flow, start the purge gas, and turn the button back to its original state. If the load is applied when you click on the *Stop Fuel* button, the load will be removed.

5.3.2 **Background | Apply Load**

*Note: Prior to activating this control, make certain that the fuel cell is connected to the load bus and the sense leads are properly connected. Failure to do this may result in damage to the load unit.*

Clicking on this button enables the fuel cell load. The load cannot be enabled unless the fuel flow button has been activated first, and an error message will result, if you attempt to apply the load without the fuel flow enabled. Once the load is applied, the button turns red and displays the message *Stop Load*. Clicking on this will open circuit the load and turn the button back to its original state.

5.3.3 **Background | Apply All Temp**

Clicking this button applies the temperature setpoints defined in the *Setup Cell* and *Setup Fuel*. Individual temperatures can be applied using the check boxes to the right of the button. When any temperature is applied, the button turns red and displays the message *Stop All Temp*. Clicking on this will apply the Standby Temperature Setpoint defined in the Instrument Configuration screen.

Optional Follower temperature controllers may be used for gas line heaters or other applications where additional controllers need to follow the setpoint used by the main controllers. Temperature followers are configured using Instrument Configuration.
5.3.4 **Background | Setup Cell...**

If you choose **Setup Cell...** from the **Background** menu, the following menu appears:

This is the same menu that appeared at the beginning of the program that allowed you to set the cell operation parameters.

The **Surface Area** is the surface area of the electrode in square centimeters.

The **Number of Cells in Stack** is used to calculate average cell voltage.

The **Cell Temperature** setpoint controls heating or cooling in the fuel cell fixture or stack. Depending on the model, AC power or cooling control signals are provided at a connector on the front panel. To provide a safety limit for maximum fuel cell or stack temperature, the system will shut down if the **Maximum Temperature** value is exceeded.

The next six lines are the maximum and minimum allowable values for **Current**, **Voltage**, and **Power**, measured in Amperes, Volts, and Watts, respectively.

If a measurement goes above a maximum or below a minimum, **FuelCell** automatically reduces the current or increases the cell or stack voltage to avoid undesirable conditions such as cell voltage collapse.

**Shut Down E (V)** is the shut-down voltage in Volts. If the cell or stack voltage goes below the shut-down voltage, **FuelCell** automatically turns OFF the Load, Fuel and Temperatures. The **Shut Down E** value is generally less than the Minimum **E** value.

Both the Minimum **E** and **Shut Down E** may be set to negative values effectively disabling them.

**Note:** The minimum and maximum values are also used to set the limit of the background setpoint scrollbar.

The current interrupt technique is used to measure internal iR losses in the fuel cell under test. To disable interrupts, uncheck the **iR Interrupt** box. **NOTE:** The values measured using an interrupt (iR Compensated Potential, iR Drop, iR mOhms) may be displayed when the interrupts are disabled, but their values will be invalid.

If the **Beep** box is checked, **FuelCell** will produce a beep from the computer speaker, if the minimum or maximum limits are exceeded.
5.3.5 Background | Setup Fuel (Standard Format)...

Selecting Setup Fuel... from the Background menu displays the following window.

This window is used to setup and changes the fuel flow rate, fuel humidification and reformate simulation (gas mixing) conditions.

**Note:** The enhanced version of the Setup Fuel experiment adds support for stoichiometric gas flow rate control, reformate simulation control, and wet/dry fuel control. Depending on the software configuration, the Enhanced format (section 5.3.5), or the Standard style screen (section 5.3.5), will be used. See section 11.1 for information on switching between the Setup Fuel screen formats.

The menu is divided into 2 identical parts, one for the **Anode Fuel** and the other for the **Cathode Fuel**.

The first item sets the **Minimum Flow** allowed, measured in liters per minute (l/min) of cc per minute (cc/min). Units are selected in from the Instrument Configuration menu (Chapter 11).

The next item sets the **Load Based Flow** as a sum of liter/min/Cell and liter/min /Amp/Cell.

The **Temperature** section sets the **Humidifier Temperature** of the gas in degrees Celsius.

When the fuel gasses are off and purge gas is flowing, the purge flow rate will be determined by the **Minimum Flow** setting or the **Load Based Flow**, depending on which one is larger.

**Note:** Purge gas regulation by the fuel flow values in this menu only applies to fuel controllers that are hardware configured for this feature.

**Humidification** – Test systems with solenoid valves on the humidifiers can control fuel by-pass of the humidifiers. Availability of this option depends on the test system configuration. Contact the factory for additional information.
5.3.6 Background | Setup Fuel (Enhanced Format)...
Selecting Setup Fuel... from the Background menu displays the following window.

This window is used to setup and changes the fuel flow rate, fuel humidification and reformate simulation (gas mixing) conditions.

**Note:** The enhanced version of the Setup Fuel experiment adds support for stoichiometric gas flow rate control, reformate simulation control, and wet/dry fuel control. Depending on the software configuration, either the Standard format (section 5.3.5) or the Enhanced format (section 5.3.6) will be used. See section 11.1 for information on switching between the Setup Fuel screen formats.

**Note:** The available settings in this screen will depend on the fuel configuration used. The Load Based (pure fuel) and Stoichiometric methods will not be available until configured. Mixing gas settings require reformate gas configuration. See Chapter 11 - INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION for more information.

The menu is divided into 2 identical parts, one for the Anode Fuel and the other for the Cathode Fuel.

![Setup Fuel (Enhanced Format) Window](image)

**Flow Control Methods:**
When Fixed is selected, a constant flow rate is applied. The gas flow rate is independent of current.

**Load Based (total flow)** controls the total flow of gasses. The applied flow is the sum of a minimum amount (L/min/Cell × No. Cells) plus a load-dependent amount (L/min/Amp/Cell × Current (A) × No. Cells), where “No. Cells” is the number of cells in the stack and defined in the Setup Cell menu (see section 5.3.3). The Load Based (pure fuel) and Stoichiometric values are calculated from the entered total flow value.
**Load Based (pure fuel)** controls the flow of the fuel component. The **Total Flow** value will be larger than the **Pure Fuel** flow, based on the fuel content of the gas. The **Load Based (total flow)** and **Stoichiometric** values are calculated from the entered **Pure Fuel** flow.

**Stoichiometric** is the multiple of the theoretical flow required for full consumption of the pure fuel. The theoretical flow required is the Stoichiometric Factor and depends on the reactant. For H₂, the Stoichiometric Factor = 0.007 standard L/min for 1 A current. For O₂, the Stoichiometric Factor = 0.0035 standard L/min for 1 A current. For that cathode settings shown above, using a Stoichiometric Ratio = 2x, the **Pure Fuel** flow is 0.007 L/min/Amp/Cell. Because air is 21% O₂, the **Load Based** total flow of air is 0.007 / 0.21 = 0.0333 L/min/Amp/Cell.

For Stoichiometric Load Based Flow, the flow rate is calculated as:

\[
Y \left( \frac{L}{min} \right) = \left[ \text{Min. Flow} \left( \frac{L}{min \cdot \text{Cell}} \right) + \text{Stoich. Ratio} \times \text{Stoich. Factor} \left( \frac{L}{min \cdot A \cdot \text{Cell}} \right) \times \text{Current (A)} \right] \times \text{No. Cells}
\]

*If Y > Minimum Flow, than Apply Y*

*If Y < Minimum Flow, than Apply Minimum Flow*

See Chapter 14 for an example of the difference in the resulting flow rate and stoichiometry between using a Fixed Minimum Flow and the Load-Based Minimum flow.

The **Temperature Setpoint** controls the gas humidifier temperatures. A shutdown alarm will occur if the temperatures exceed the maximum value.

The **Mixing Gas** settings are used to control the reformate simulation.

To activate a mixing gas, click on the check box and enter a parts-per-million (PPM) value for the actual flow in the cell. The load based flow values will be updated to reflect the changing concentrations. As shown above, when 200,000 PPM CO₂ (20 %) is added to the anode fuel, the **Load Based (total flow)** increases by 20%. The **Stoichiometric** and **Pure Fuel** values remain constant.

Previous versions of **FuelCell** contained ‘Additive’ and ‘Subtractive’ reformate calculation methods.

The old **Additive** method is the same as the new **Load Based (pure fuel)** and **Stoichiometric** flow control methods. If these methods are used with mixing gasses, the flow rate of pure fuel remains constant, and the total flow increases.

The old **Subtractive** method is the same as the new **Load Based (total flow)** method. If this method is used with mixing gasses, the total flow remains constant, and the pure fuel and stoichiometric values decrease.

Note: The actual gas flow rates in liters/min for each reformate tank are displayed in the ‘Values’ window on the right edge of the **FuelCell** screen. The balance of the anode gas flow (hydrogen) will be displayed as the main **Anode Flow** rate. For proper operation, the mass flow controller sizes and gas types must be properly defined as described in Chapter 11 - **Instrument**
When the fuel gasses are off and purge gas is flowing, the purge flow rate will be determined by the **Minimum Flow** setting or the **Load Based Flow**, depending on which one is larger. 

**Note:** Purge gas regulation by the fuel flow values in this menu only applies to fuel controllers that are hardware configured for this feature.

If the cathode stoichiometry is set to ‘O₂/Air Switch’, as described in Appendix E - Instrument Configuration, the ‘Main Gas’ screen section is displayed. Select the ‘Main Gas’ to match the manual gas selector valve on the gas system.

**Humidification** – Test systems with solenoid valves on the humidifiers can control fuel by-pass of the humidifiers. Availability of this option depends on the test system configuration. Contact the factory for additional information.

5.3.7 **Background | Setup Anode Reformate (Standard Format)…**

Changes the anode reformate simulator fuel mixture. Note: Only available if system contains optional reformate simulator hardware.

**Note:** The Setup Fuel screen has been enhanced to add support for stoichiometric gas control and reformate simulation control. Depending on the software configuration, the **Enhanced** style screen (section 6.11) or the **Standard** style screen (section 6.11) will be used. See section 11.1 for information on switching between the Fuel Setup screen formats.

This menu is only available if the 890/850 is configured for reformate control. See Chapter 11 for more information on configuring a reformate simulator.

Any linear scaling of fuel and trace components over the full range of the mass flow controllers may be selected. Provisions are made for H₂ fuel gas, plus three to five additives such as CO₂, N₂, air, and a (user tank supplied) pre-mixture such as 1% CO in a H₂ carrier gas. This requires several additional mass flow controllers having capacities up to 20 SLPM to provide a dynamically varying gas mix controlled by fuel cell current.

**Note:** All anode fuel additions are specified in **ppm** (parts per million).

The upper portion of the REFORM panel contains the **On** and **Off** buttons for the reformate simulator. When set to **Off**, pure anode gas will be applied independent of the other settings in this window.
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The **Calculation Method** selects how the gasses are mixed to achieve the desired concentrations. If ‘Subtractive’ is used, the flow of the balance gas (usually H₂) is reduced as other mixture gasses increase, keeping the total flow constant. In the ‘Additive’ mode, the balance gas flow stays constant as mixture gasses are added. For example, if the anode flow is set to 1 liter/min and 10% CO₂ (100,000ppm) is specified, using the Subtractive mode would result in 0.9 liter/min of H₂ and 0.1 liter/min of CO₂. The ‘Additive’ mode would result in 1.0 liter/min of H₂ and 0.111 liter/min of CO₂, for a total flow of 1.111 liter/min.

The **Gas Mixture** section of the reformate control panel has concentration entry fields in ppm for each component and corresponding check boxes for specifying which fuel components are to be used. To add a component to the anode fuel flow, set the component concentration in ppm, and check the **On** box for the component.

Note: The actual gas flows in liters/min for each reformate tank are displayed in the ‘Values’ window on the right edge of the **FuelCell** screen. The balance of the anode gas flow (hydrogen) will be displayed as the main anode flow rate. For proper operation, the mass flow controller sizes and gas types must be properly defined as described in Chapter 11.

### 5.3.8 Background | Setup Freq. Analyzer

This item is available if the 850/890 unit is equipped with a Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Analyzer or an external Solartron Frequency Analyzer is available. See Chapter 12 for further information on impedance measurements.

### 5.3.9 Background | Recording Rate

The background recording rate is set using the following menu:

*FuelCell* always measures the cell conditions about once per second. Not all of these measurements are recorded to its data file.

The **Maximum Time/Point** value selects the maximum allowable time between saved data points. It may save data more frequently, depending on the **Transient Condition** parameters.

If the **Use delta-E** box is checked, the cell voltage is checked once per second. If the cell voltage changed by more than the **delta-E** value since the last recorded point, a data point is immediately recorded.

If the **Use delta-I** box is checked, the total cell current is checked once per second. If the cell current changed by more than the **delta I** value since the last recorded point, a data point is immediately recorded.

Data will never be recorded more often than the **Minimum Time/Point** setting.

The effect of the **Transient Condition** parameters is to increase the recording rate when the cell conditions are changing. When the cell conditions are stable, data is recorded at the rate entered...
for ‘Max. Time/Point’.

If Record During Experiments is checked, data will be saved in the background data file while experiments are being performed. Since the experiment may save data in its own data file, this may result in recording of the same data into two different files. If it is unchecked, data will not be added to the background file during an experiment sequence. After the sequence is finished and the system returns to the background conditions, acquisition to the background file will resume.

When putting data on a graph, FuelCell puts temporary red dots during every cell measurement. It connects every recorded point with a blue line. When a graph is redrawn, only the blue line (recorded points) is redrawn.

To specify a data file and start recording, use Background | Start Recording. The measurement rates may be changed at any time, even when a recording is already in progress.

### 5.3.10 Background | Start Recording

Starts recording background data.

Data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used.

If the specified file already exists, you will be asked if you wish to overwrite it. Select No to avoid overwriting and to select a different file name.

*FuelCell* automatically appends the suffix ‘.fcd’ to data files if a suffix is not entered. Thus if the Data File is specified as “tutor1”, the file “tutor1.fcd” will be created. If the Data File is specified as “tutor1.abc”, the file “tutor1.abc” will be created.

The Comments text is saved in the data file. The time, date, and all measurement parameters are automatically saved in the data file.

### 5.3.11 Background | Stop Recording

Stop recording the background data. To temporarily suspend recording, use Pause Recording instead.

### 5.3.12 Background | Pause Recording

Temporarily suspend recording, use Continue Recording to resume.

### 5.3.13 Background | Continue Recording

Resumes previously paused background recording.
5.4 Experiments Menu

*FuelCell* has two different control modes: **Background** and **Experiments**. The background mode allows immediate and manual control of the fuel cell or stack operating conditions. This is a steady state mode of operation. Experiments are used to perform a predefined sequence of events.

When the system is started, it initially operates in the Background mode. It also reverts to the background conditions after an experiment sequence has been completed. If the background conditions are changed while an experiment sequence in progress, the new background conditions will be applied after the sequence is completed.

This section describes the experiment setup process. Each experiment type is described in Chapter 6.

A list of experiments may be saved or reloaded using the **File | Save** and **File | Open** menus.

5.4.1 Experiments | Edit...

Modifies the settings for the highlighted line of the experiment list. The parameters for each type of experiment are described in **Section 7 - Experiment Types**.

5.4.2 Experiments | New...

Adds a new experiment to the experiment list. The new experiment is inserted into the highlighted line of the list. To add an experiment to the end of the list, highlight the blank line and the end of the list.

An experiment selection window will be shown. Select the type of experiment you would like to insert and click **OK**.

Experiments are described in Chapter 6.

5.4.3 Experiments | Delete

Removes the highlighted line from the experiment list.

5.4.4 Experiments | Move Line Up or Down

Moves the highlighted line within the experiment list. Use to change the order of the experiments in the list.

5.4.5 Experiments | Run Selected

Performs only the highlighted experiments within the experiment list. After the experiments are finished, the system will resume the background system settings.

5.4.6 Experiments | Run All

Performs all of the experiments in the experiment list. After the experiments are finished, the
system will resume the background system settings.

### 5.4.7 **Experiments | Stop**

Stops the experiments currently in progress and returns the system to the background settings.

### 5.4.8 **Experiments | Skip**

Ends the current experiment and immediately proceeds to the next experiment in the measurement list.

### 5.4.9 **Experiments | Search + Replace Data File Names...**

Each experiment in the experiment list may contain a different data file. This function can change all of the file names in one operation. **NOTE:** This function does NOT change the names of existing data files. The file names are changed, so that future measurements will use the new data file names.

For example, if the experiment list contains data file names with a sample ID, just that portion of the data file name can be changed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Step</th>
<th>Existing File names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Current</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Polarization Curve 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Voltage</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Constant V 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\OCV 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To change all three file names to a different sample ID “5678” keeping all else the same, select **Experiments | Search + Replace Data File Names...** and enter the part of the filename to be replaced “1234” with the new values “5678”.
The result will be,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Step</th>
<th>Updated File names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Current</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Polarization Curve 80C ID_5678.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Voltage</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Constant V 80C ID_56784.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\OCV 80C ID_5678.fcd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** The data file location can also be change. Create the new folder first. *FuelCell* will not create the new folder nor will it check that the folder exists or that the complete file path is valid.

For example, in Windows create a folder “Sample 1234” within the existing FuelCell\Data\ folder. The full path will be *c:FuelCell\Data\Sample 1234*\.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Step</th>
<th>Existing File names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Current</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Pol Curve ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Voltage</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Const V 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\OCV 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select Experiments | Search + Replace Data File Names... and enter the part of the filename to be replaced “\Data\” with “\Data\Sample 1234\”. The path of each data file located in the *c:FuelCell\Data*\ folder is updated to *c:FuelCell\Data\Sample 1234*\.

![Search+Replace File Names](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Step</th>
<th>Existing File names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Current</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Sample 1234\Pol Curve ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Voltage</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Sample 1234\Const V 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit</td>
<td>c:\FuelCell\Data\Sample 1234\OCV 80C ID_1234.fcd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5 **Graphs Menu**

The graphs menu is used to create and modify graphs.

5.5.1 **Graphs | vs. Time**

**Graphs | vs. I**

**Graphs | vs. I/cm²**

**Graphs | vs. E**

To create a graph, click graph, select the desired X-axis, and then select the Y-axis value. The menu selection shown here will create an “I (A) vs. Time” graph.

After a graph has been created, it can be further modified using **Graphs | Options** described below.

5.5.2 **Graphs | AutoScale All** *(Ctrl + A)*

Autoscales all of the graphs, so that all data points are visible. Individual graphs can be autoscaled using **Graphs | Options**. This function can be accessed using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+A.

5.5.3 **Graphs | Options**

Each graph has its own options that control how data is displayed. To access these options:

- Click on a graph with the right mouse button, and select from the menu.

  or

- Highlight a graph, select **Graph | Options**, and select from the menu.

5.5.3.1 **Graphs | Options | Setup**

A wide variety of X and Y axis types are available. Time can be selected in units of seconds, minutes, or hours.

Each axis can be displayed using either **Linear** or **Logarithmic** scaling.

The **Min** and **Max** values define the left and right (or bottom and top) limits of the graph. A line will be drawn and the values selected as the **Origin**.

Numerical labels will be placed on the graph at the intervals specified by **Label**.
Small tic marks are displayed along the axis intervals specified by Tic.

If Display Grid is selected, a full grid line will be displayed instead of tic marks.

After the Setup screen is used, the axes will have fixed dimensions and may not show all of the data. Use Graphs | Options | AutoScale to rescale the graph, so that all data is visible.

5.5.3.2 Graphs | Options | AutoScale
Autoscales the selected graph so that all data points are visible.

5.5.3.3 Graphs | Options | AutoScroll
Creates a scrolling X-axis with a constant span. The current span of the X-axis will be maintained, and the axis will scroll to the left as new data is acquired. To change span of the scrolled X-axis, use Graphs | Options | Setup... to manually select an axis range, and then select AutoScroll. Alternately, use the zoom feature described below to select a span of data, and then select AutoScroll.

To Zoom the axis to examine data more closely, click on a graph, hold down the mouse button, and drag the mouse to select an area of data. Data inside the rectangle will be expanded to fill the graph. After zooming, the axes will be fixed and may not display new data. Use AutoScale or AutoScroll to resume automatic scaling.
5.6 Windows Menu

The Windows menu is used to rearrange graphs on the screen.

5.6.1 Windows | Cascade
Arranges graphs into a ‘stack’ of graphs with the ‘active’ graph on top.

5.6.2 Windows | Tile Horizontal
Arranges the graphs side by side so that they are all visible.

5.6.3 Windows | Tile Vertical
Arranges the graphs side by side so that they are all visible.

5.6.4 Windows | Arrange Icons
Any graphs which have been minimized appear as small title bars at the bottom of the FuelCell window. Arrange Icons rearranges the title bars into straight rows.

5.6.5 Windows | Minimize All
Displays all graphs as icons which appear at the bottom of the FuelCell window.

5.6.6 Windows | Close All
Closes all graphs.
6.1 Overview of Experiments

Experiments are used to define a sequence of control and data acquisition events. A short description of each experiment in the sequence is displayed in the experiment list.

To edit the experiment list, see section 5.4.

Note: FuelCell automatically appends the suffix `.fcd’ to data files if a suffix is not entered. Thus if the Data File is specified as “tutor1”, the file “tutor1.fcd” will be created. If the Data File is specified as “tutor1.abc”, the file “tutor1.abc” will be created.

The following experiment types are available. Each is described in this chapter.

Open Circuit Measures the open circuit potential for a specified amount of time

Constant Current Applies a constant current for a specified amount of time

Constant Voltage Applies a constant voltage for a specified amount of time

Constant Power Applies a constant power for a specified amount of time

Scan Current Sweeps the applied current between specified set-points

Scan Voltage Sweeps the applied voltage between specified set-points

Arbitrary Control Applies an arbitrary control sequence defined in an external file. This can be used to create complex load cycles

Change Cell Changes the cell definition parameters. The cell parameters include the cell temperature and alarm limits.

Change Fuel Changes the fuel flow and humidification conditions

Change Anode Reform Changes the anode reformate simulator fuel mixture. Note: Only available, if system contains optional reformate simulator hardware

Impedance: Sweep Frequency Performs an impedance measurement. Note: Requires an internal Scribner Associates 880 FRA or an external Solartron FRA. Does NOT require ZPlot software. See Chapter 12 for more information on impedance measurements
Impedance
Performs an impedance measurement using ZPlot. Note: Requires ZPlot software and Solartron FRA. See Chapter 12 for more information on impedance measurements.

Run External Utility
Runs a user-written external program.

Repeat Loop
Inserts a loop into the experiment list. Experiments that are placed within the loop will be repeated a specified number of times.

PSTAT Sweep Voltage
Sweep the applied voltage between specified setpoints using the 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat.

6.2 Common Experiment Commands
The following commands or features are common to most experiments:

Text entered into the Comments section is saved in the header of the data file. Note that time, date and all selected measurement parameters are automatically saved in the data file.

Description - FuelCell displays a one-line description of each experiment in the experiment list. If a Description is entered, it will be used in the list. If no description is entered, FuelCell will create a description from the experimental parameters.

If AutoPrint Graphs is selected, after the experiment is finished, any graphs that are displaying experiment data will be printed.

The OK button exits the setup window and saves any changes you may have made.

Cancel exits the setup window. Any changes you may have made to the parameters are lost.

Help accesses the on-line help information on the setting up the experiment.
6.3 Open Circuit

Measures the Open Circuit voltage for a specified amount of time.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:
Duration determines the total length of the experiment.

Data Acquisition:
If Fixed Rate is chosen, the acquisition rate in seconds/point is specified.

The delta-E method is specified by three parameters. Data is measured by the instrument at the rate specified by Minimum Time/Point, but not all of this data is saved. If the cell voltage changes (compared to the last point saved) by more than the V/Point setting, a new data point is saved. If the signal is not changing, the data is saved at the rate specified by the Maximum Time/Point. Using this method allows FuelCell to collect large numbers of data points when the signal is changing quickly and relatively few points when the signal is stable. Before using delta-E, you may wish to use a ‘Fixed Rate’ experiment to get a feel for the noise level of the cell. This will help in selecting an appropriate value for V/Point.

Termination:
If all Use boxes are unchecked, the experiment will be performed for the time specified by Duration.
If **Use dV/dt** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period if the rate of drift in the voltage goes below that specified by dV and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average voltage changes by less than dV over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6 mV/minute can be specified several ways. If dV = 0.1 mV and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument is larger than 0.1 mV and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

If **Use V <** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the whole cell voltage goes below the specified value. If **Use V >** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the whole cell voltage goes above the specified value. The termination voltages are tested for each saved data point, as specified by the data acquisition rate.
6.4 Constant Current

Applies a constant current for a specified amount of time.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

**Experiment:**
The Applied Current is the total current applied to the cell. If Absolute is used, the entered current will be applied. If vs. Previous is used, the current is changed relative to the current just prior to the experiment. For example, if the previous experiment was ‘Controlled Voltage’, and at the end of this experiment the current was 11.5 Amps, selecting 0 vs. Previous would change the unit to ‘Controlled Current’, but the current would stay at 11.5 Amps.

**Duration** determines the total length of the experiment.

The I Range sets the current range to Fixed, Auto, Background or No Change. Auto will select current range based on the largest set point in the experiment and does not change the current range during the experiment based on the actual current. Background will use the current range presently applied in the background (main FuelCell window). No Change will use the most recently applied current range setting. For example, if the Background current range is set to 100 A and a preceding experiment set the current range to 50 A, then selecting No Change will use the 50 A current range.
Data Acquisition:
If Fixed Rate is chosen, the acquisition rate in seconds/point is specified.

The delta-E method is specified by three parameters. Data is measured by the instrument at the rate specified by Minimum Time/Point, but not all of this data is saved. If the cell voltage changes (compared to the last point saved) by more than the V/Point setting, a new data point is saved. If the signal is not changing, the data is saved at the rate specified by the Maximum Time/Point. Using this method allows FuelCell to collect large numbers of data points when the signal is changing quickly, and relatively few points when the signal is stable. Before using delta-E, you may wish to use a ‘Fixed Rate’ experiment to get a feel for the noise level of the cell. This will help in selecting an appropriate value for V/Point.

Termination:
If all Use boxes are unchecked, the experiment will be performed for the time specified by Duration.

If Use dV/dt is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period if the rate of drift in the voltage goes below that specified by dV and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average voltage changes by less that dV over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6 mV/minute can be specified several ways. If dV = 0.1 mV and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument is larger than 0.1 mV and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

If Use V < is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period, if the whole cell voltage goes below the specified value. If Use V > is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period, if the whole cell voltage goes above the specified value. The termination voltages are tested for each saved data point, as specified by the data acquisition rate.
6.5 Constant Voltage

Applies a constant voltage for a specified amount of time.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:
The Applied Potential is total voltage applied to the entire stack. If Absolute is used, the entered potential will be applied. If vs. Open Circuit is chosen, the specified potential is added to the open circuit potential of the cell. For example, -0.1 vs. Open Circuit would apply a potential 0.1 Volts below the measured open circuit potential. Note that the OCP is sampled whenever the system is at open circuit. If a load has been applied to the cell, the old OCP may not reflect new cell conditions. The Open Circuit Experiment may be used to update the value used when calculating vs. Open Circuit potentials.

If vs. Previous is used, the potential is changed relative to the potential just prior to the experiment. For example, if the previous experiment was ‘Controlled Current’ and at the end of this experiment, the current was 0.65 Volts, selecting 0 vs. Previous would change the unit to ‘Controlled Potential’, but the potential would stay at 0.65 Volts.

The Control parameter selects which voltage is controlled. When E is selected, the total cell voltage is controlled. When E Compensated is selected, the iR corrected voltage is controlled.
**Duration** determines the total length of the experiment.

The **I Range** sets the current range to **Fixed**, **Background** or **No Change**. **Background** will use the current range presently applied in the background (main FuelCell window). **No Change** will use the most recently applied current range setting. For example, if the **Background** current range is set to 100 A and a preceding experiment set the current range to 50 A, then selecting **No Change** will use the 50 A current range.

**Data Acquisition:**
If **Fixed Rate** is chosen, the acquisition rate in seconds/point is specified.

The **delta-I** method is specified by three parameters. Data is measured by the instrument at the rate specified by **Minimum Time/Point**, but not all of this data is saved. If the cell current changes (compared to the last point saved) by more than the **mV/Point** setting, a new data point is saved. If the signal is not changing, the data is saved at the rate specified by the **Maximum Time/Point**. Using this method allows FuelCell to collect large numbers of data points when the signal is changing quickly, and relatively few points when the signal is stable. Before using **delta-I**, you may wish to use a ‘Fixed Rate’ experiment to get a feel for the noise level of the cell. This will help in selecting an appropriate value for **A/Point**.

**Termination:**
If all **Use** boxes are unchecked, the experiment will be performed for the time specified by **Duration**.

If **Use dl/dt** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the rate of drift in the current goes below that specified by dl and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average current changes by less that dl over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6%/minute can be specified several ways. If dl = 0.1% and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument may be larger than 0.1% and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

If **Use I <** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the current goes below the specified value. If **Use I >** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the current goes above the specified value. The termination currents are tested for each saved data point, as specified by the data acquisition rate.
6.6  Constant Power

Applies a constant power for a specified amount of time.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:
The Applied Power is total wattage generated by the cell. If Absolute is used, the entered power will be applied. If vs. Previous is used, the power is changed relative to the current just prior to the experiment. For example, if the previous experiment was ‘Controlled Voltage’, and at the end of this experiment, the power was 11.5 Watts, selecting 0 vs. Previous would change the unit to ‘Controlled Power’, but the power would stay at 11.5 Watts.

Duration determines the total length of the experiment.

The I Range sets the current range to Fixed, Background or No Change. Background will use the current range presently applied in the background (main FuelCell window). No Change will use the most recently applied current range setting. For example, if the Background current range is set to 100 A and a preceding experiment set the current range to 50 A, then selecting No Change will use the 50 A current range.

Data Acquisition:
If Fixed Rate is chosen, the acquisition rate in seconds/point is specified.
The delta-E method is specified by three parameters. Data is measured by the instrument at the rate specified by Minimum Time/Point, but not all of this data is saved. If the cell potential changes (compared to the last point saved) by more than the V/Point setting, a new data point is saved. If the signal is not changing, the data is saved at the rate specified by the Maximum Time/Point. Using this method allows FuelCell to collect large numbers of data points when the signal is changing quickly, and relatively few points when the signal is stable. Before using delta-E, you may wish to use a ‘Fixed Rate’ experiment to get a feel for the noise level of the cell. This will help in selecting an appropriate value for V/Point.

Termination:
If all Use boxes are unchecked, the experiment will be performed for the time specified by Duration.

If Use dV/dt is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period, if the rate of drift in the voltage goes below that specified by dV and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average voltage changes by less than dV over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6 mV/minute can be specified several ways. If dV = 0.1 mV and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument is larger than 0.1 mV and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

If Use V < is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration Period, if the whole cell voltage goes below the specified value. If Use V > is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period, if the whole cell voltage goes above the specified value. The termination voltages are tested for each saved data point, as specified by the data acquisition rate.
6.7 Scan Current

Sweeps the applied current between specified setpoints.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1 rp01.fcd, tutor1 rp02.fcd, tutor1 rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:

Up to 4 separate currents can be applied during the experiment. The experiment starts at the Initial Current, sweeps to Vertex #1, to Vertex #2, and then to the Final Current. Click on the Used boxes to turn on and off the Vertex #1 and Vertex #2 setpoints. If a vertex’s Used box is not checked, that segment of the sweep will be skipped. For example, if only Vertex #1 is checked the sweep Initial \(\rightarrow\) Vertex #1 \(\rightarrow\) Final is performed. If neither vertex is checked, Initial \(\rightarrow\) Final is performed.

If Absolute is used, the entered current will be applied. If vs. Previous is used, the current is changed relative to the current just prior to the experiment. For example, if the previous experiment was ‘Controlled Voltage’ and at the end of this experiment, the current was 11.5 Amps, selecting 0 vs. Previous would change the unit to ‘Controlled Current’, but the current would stay at 11.5 Amps. If vs. Initial is used, the current is in reference to the Initial setpoint of this experiment.

A Linear or Logarithmic sweep can be performed. If a Linear sweep is used, the current will be
stepped in increments specified by **Amp/Point**. If a Log sweep is used, the number of steps is defined by the **Points/Decade** (data points per factor of 10 of current).

At each current step, the system is allowed to equilibrate by the **Time/Point** before a data point is recorded.

Points are collected and averaged for the last half of the step duration, up to 5 seconds. For example, if the step duration is 2 seconds, *FuelCell* will average the most recent 1 second of data to calculate the data point. If the step duration is 5 minutes, it will average the most recent 5 seconds of data to calculate the data point.

If **Use dV/dt** is unchecked, each current step will be performed for the time specified by the **Time/Point**.

If **Use dV/dt** is checked, a step will automatically be finished before the **Time/Point** Period, if the rate of drift in the voltage goes below that specified by dV and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average voltage changes by less that dV over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6 mV/minute can be specified several ways. If dV = 0.1 mV and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument is larger than 0.1 mV and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

The **I Range** sets the current range to **Fixed**, **Auto**, **Background** or **No Change**. **Auto** will select current range based on the largest set point in the experiment and does not change the current range during the experiment based on the actual current. **Background** will use the current range presently applied in the background (main *FuelCell* window). **No Change** will use the most recently applied current range setting. For example, if the **Background** current range is set to 100 A and a preceding experiment set the current range to 50 A, then selecting **No Change** will use the 50 A current range.

**Termination/Reversal:**
Select **Reverse Scan**, if you want to scan from small currents to larger currents, and then reverse when the potential drops below a **Potential <** value. When the reverse scan is triggered, the scan proceeds to the **Final Current**. The final current must be smaller than the reversal current for this to occur.

Select **Terminate Scan**, if you want to scan from small currents to larger currents, and terminate the scan when the potential drops below the **Potential <** value.
6.8 Scan Voltage

Sweeps the applied voltage between specified setpoints.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by **Data File**. The **Directory** button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before *FuelCell* begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a **Single File** (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in **Separate Files**. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and **Save Every n’th Cycle** is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

**Experiment:**
Up to 4 separate potentials can be applied during the experiment. The experiment starts at the **Initial Potential**, sweeps to **Vertex #1**, to **Vertex #2**, and then to the **Final Potential**. Click on the **Used boxes** to turn on and off the **Vertex #1** and **Vertex #2** setpoints. If a vertex’s **Used box** is not checked, that segment of the sweep will be skipped. For example, if only **Vertex #1** is checked the sweep **Initial → Vertex #1 → Final** is performed. If neither vertex is checked, **Initial → Final** is performed.

If **Absolute** is used, the entered potential will be applied. If **vs. Open Circuit** is chosen, the specified potential is added to the open circuit potential of the cell. For example -0.1 vs. Open Circuit would apply a potential 0.1 Volts below the measured open circuit potential. Note that the OCP is sampled whenever the system is at open circuit. If a load has been applied to the cell, the old OCP may not reflect new cell conditions. The Open Circuit experiment may be used to update the value used when calculating **vs. Open Circuit** potentials.

If **vs. Previous** is used, the potential is changed relative to the potential just prior to the experiment. For example, if the previous experiment was ‘Controlled Current’ and at the end of
this experiment, the current was 0.65 Volts, selecting **0 vs. Previous** would change the unit to ‘Controlled Potential’, but the potential would stay at 0.65 Volts.

If **vs. Initial** is used, the potential is in reference to the Initial setpoint of this experiment.

The **Control** parameter selects which voltage is controlled. When **E** is selected, the total cell voltage is controlled. When **E Compensated** is selected, the iR corrected voltage is controlled.

The potential will be stepped in increments specified by **Volts/Point**.

At each potential step, the system is allowed to equilibrate by the **Time/Point** before a data point is recorded.

Points are collected and averaged for the last half of the step duration, up to 5 seconds. For example, if the step duration is 2 seconds, **FuelCell** will average the most recent 1 second of data to calculate the data point. If the step duration is 5 minutes, it will average the most recent 5 seconds of data to calculate the data point.

If **Use dI/dt** is unchecked, each potential step will be performed for the time specified by the **Time/Point**.

If **Use dI/dt** is checked, a step will automatically be finished before the **Time/Point** period, if the rate of drift in the current goes below that specified by dI and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average current changes by less that dI over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6%/minute can be specified several ways. If dI = 0.1% and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument may be larger than 0.1% and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

The **I Range** sets the current range to **Fixed**, **Background** or **No Change**. **Background** will use the current range presently applied in the background (main **FuelCell** window). **No Change** will use the most recently applied current range setting. For example, if the **Background** current range is set to 100 A and a preceding experiment set the current range to 50 A, then selecting **No Change** will use the 50 A current range.

**Termination/Reversal:**
Select **Reverse Scan** if you want to scan from high voltage to low voltage, and then reverse when the current goes above the **Current >** value. When the reverse scan is triggered, the scan proceeds to the **Final Potential**. The **Final Potential** must be larger than the reversal voltage for this to occur.

Select **Terminate Scan**, if you want to scan from large voltage to low voltage and terminate the scan when the current goes above the **Current >** value.
6.9 Arbitrary Control

Applies an arbitrary control sequence defined in an external file. This can be used to create complex load cycles. Some examples of the use of this experiment are:

- Create an arbitrary power waveform to simulate an automotive driving cycle. The power levels might be defined at 1 second intervals in from stable.

- Create a complex matrix of control conditions with one data point measured at each condition. A particular combination of temperatures, flows and cell voltage might be set, and the system would then settle for a specified amount of time, and then a data point measured. A new set of conditions could be applied and the process repeated.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by **Data File**.

The **Directory** button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before **FuelCell** begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

**FuelCell** automatically appends the suffix ‘.FCD’ to data files, if you do not enter one.

Thus, if you specify tutor1, the file tutor1.fcd will be used. If however, you specify tutor1.abc, the file tutor1.abc will be used.

The **Comments** text is saved in the data file. The time, date, and all measurement parameters displayed in this window are automatically saved in the data file, so you do not need to write these into the comment lines.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a **Single File** (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in **Separate Files**. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and **Save Every n’th Cycle** is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

**Experiment:**
The sequence of events performed by the Arbitrary Control experiment is defined in a separate text file. This file is described in **Appendix A** of this manual. The file is a standard ASCII Text file and can be created using the Windows Notepad program or by using Excel or other
spreadsheet software.

Enter the name of the Control Setup File or use the Directory button to locate it using a list of directories.

Data is averaged over the period defined by Average Time. A period should be selected, so that it is long enough to reduce noise, but not longer than the intervals between data points used in the control file.

Termination:
If Use is unchecked, the experiment will be terminated if the cell voltage falls below the specified Potential < value.
6.10 Change Cell
Changes the cell definition parameters. The cell parameters include the cell temperature and alarm limits.

Cell parameters are described in section 5.3.4.
6.11 Change Fuel
Changes the fuel flow and humidification conditions. Fuel (Standard Format) parameters are described in section 5.3.5. Fuel (Enhanced Format) parameters are described in section 5.3.6.

6.12 Change Anode Reformate
Changes the anode reformate simulator fuel mixture. Note: Only available if system contains optional reformate simulator hardware. Anode Reformate parameters are described in 5.3.7.
6.13 Shutdown

Stops Fuel, Load, Temperature and/or Pressure.

This performs the same function as the Stop Fuel, Stop Load, Stop All Temp, and Stop Pressure controls on the main FuelCell screen.

It is typically used as part of an end of experiment shutdown sequence. It can be used in conjunction with a Change Cell and/or Change Fuel steps. For example, to set new flow rates, use a Change Fuel step before or after this step and select “Copy settings to background”.

Note that if Stop Fuel is selected than Stop Load is also selected, i.e., cannot apply load when the fuel is off and purge gas is flowing.

6.14 Impedance: Sweep Frequency

Impedance measurements require a Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Response Analyzer (FRA) or a Solartron FRA. Impedance measurements can be controlled directly by the FuelCell program or by using a separate ZPlot software package. See Chapter 12 for information on configuring the FuelCell software and FRA hardware.

NOTE: Normal operation of the control system will be suspended during impedance measurements. For example, the current interrupt function used to measure iR drop in the cell must be suspended during an impedance measurement. Also, the control loop that stabilizes the load current or voltage in the Test System must be
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suspended during impedance to prevent it from interfering with the application of the AC signal, since these two would cancel each other out at low frequencies.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:

Note: The DC cell conditions must be stabilized before performing impedance measurements. Insert other experiment types into the experiment prior to the impedance experiment to select the steady state cell conditions. The ‘Impedance’ experiment will maintain the conditions applied by the previous experiment.

The AC Amplitude may be specified in Amps, or as a percentage of existing DC current. If the amplitude is too large, the impedance data may be distorted because of the non-linear E vs. I behavior of the cell. If the amplitude is too small, the impedance data may be noisy. In most cases, and AC Amplitude of 10% of the DC current is appropriate.

The AC Amplitude must be less than the DC current.

A frequency sweep can be performed using Linear or Logarithmic spacing between the frequencies, or a List of frequencies can be manually selected.

For most impedance experiments, a Logarithmic Sweep, using 10 Steps/Decade is best. This will produce 10 data points between 1000 Hz and 100 Hz, 10 points between 100 Hz and 10 Hz, etc.

The Initial Frequency is normally the highest frequency measured, and the Final Frequency is the lowest.
6.15 PSTAT Open Circuit Experiment

Measures the Open Circuit voltage for a specified amount of time using the 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat.

**NOTE:** Use this experiment instead of the normal Open Circuit Experiment (section 6.4) that uses the 850/890 electronic load when the experiment preceding and/or following the OCV experiment also uses the 885 Potentiostat.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by **Data File**. The **Directory** button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a **Single File** (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in **Separate Files**. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and **Save Every n’th Cycle** is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

**Experiment:**

**Duration** determines the total length of the experiment.

The **Current Range** setting has no effect in the Open Circuit Experiment.

The Low Bandwidth setting should be used.

**Data Acquisition:**

**Fixed Rate** in seconds/point.

**Termination:**

If all **Use** boxes are unchecked, the experiment will be performed for the time specified by **Duration**.
If Use dV/dt is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period if the rate of drift in the voltage goes below that specified by dV and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average voltage changes by less than dV over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6 mV/minute can be specified several ways. If dV = 0.1 mV and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument is larger than 0.1 mV and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

If Use V < is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period, if the whole cell voltage goes below the specified value. If Use V > is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the Duration period, if the whole cell voltage goes above the specified value. The termination voltages are tested for each saved data point, as specified by the data acquisition rate.
6.16 PSTAT Constant Voltage Experiment

Applies a constant voltage for a specified amount of time using the 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:
The Applied Potential is total voltage applied to the entire stack. If Absolute is used, the entered potential will be applied. If vs. Open Circuit is chosen, the specified potential is added to the open circuit potential of the cell. For example, -0.1 vs. Open Circuit would apply a potential 0.1 Volts below the measured open circuit potential. Note that the OCP is sampled whenever the system is at open circuit. If a load has been applied to the cell, the old OCP may not reflect new cell conditions. The PSTAT Open Circuit Experiment may be used to update the value used when calculating vs. Open Circuit potentials.

If vs. Previous is used, the potential is changed relative to the potential just prior to the experiment. For example, if the previous experiment was ‘a Constant Controlled Current’ and at the end of this experiment, the current was 0.65 Volts, selecting 0 vs. Previous would change the unit to ‘Controlled Potential’, but the potential would stay at 0.65 Volts.

The Control parameter selects which voltage is controlled. When E is selected, the total cell voltage is controlled. When E Compensated is selected, the iR corrected voltage is controlled.

Duration determines the total length of the experiment.
The 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat has three (3) **Current Ranges**: 2 A, 200 mA, 20 mA. Select the smallest range that is larger than the anticipated cell current.

The Low Bandwidth setting should be used for most cases.

**Data Acquisition:**
**Fixed Rate** in seconds/point.

**Termination:**
If all **Use** boxes are unchecked, the experiment will be performed for the time specified by **Duration**.

If **Use dl/dt** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the rate of drift in the current goes below that specified by dI and dt. The data is averaged over periods of dt. If the average current changes by less that dI over two successive periods of dt, the experiment is terminated. Note that a slope of 6%/minute can be specified several ways. If dI = 0.1% and dt = 1 second, the termination will not be performed correctly. The noise level of the instrument may be larger than 0.1% and will interfere with the termination. Only when data is averaged over a long period of time can a slope termination be used.

If **Use I <** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the whole cell current goes below the specified value. If **Use I >** is checked, the experiment is automatically terminated before the **Duration** period, if the current goes above the specified value. The termination currents are tested for each saved data point, as specified by the data acquisition rate.
6.17 PSTAT Sweep Voltage

This experiment will sweep the applied voltage between specified setpoints using the 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat.

Prior to starting this experiment, the 850/890 Fuel Cell Test System will automatically switch from normal Load control to PSTAT control. After the PSTAT experiment is finished, the system is returned to Load control at previous conditions.

When the experiment is performed, the data will be saved in the file specified by Data File. The Directory button can be used to display a list of all directories and files. This is particularly useful, if you forget the file names you have already used. Before FuelCell begins performing the first experiment in the experiment list, you will be warned, if the file already exists.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it will be performed multiple times. The data from each repetition may be saved in a Single File (with multiple data sets in a single file), or it can be saved in Separate Files. When separate files are used, new file names are automatically generated to distinguish each repetition. For example, if the file name tutor1.fcd is selected, data files named tutor1_rp01.fcd, tutor1_rp02.fcd, tutor1_rp03.fcd... will be created.

When an experiment is inside a repeat loop, it is not necessary to save the data from all repetitions. If 100 repetitions are chosen, and Save Every n’th Cycle is 10, only the data from cycles 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 will be saved.

Experiment:
Up to 4 separate potentials can be applied during the experiment. The experiment starts at the Initial Potential, sweeps to Vertex #1, to Vertex #2, and then to the Final Potential. Click on the Used boxes to turn on and off the Vertex #1 and Vertex #2 setpoints. If a vertex’s Used box is not checked, that segment of the sweep will be skipped. For example, if only Vertex #1 is checked the sweep Initial → Vertex #1 → Final is performed. If neither vertex is checked, Initial → Final is performed.

The voltage scan can be repeated many times, as specified by # Cycles. The voltage is swept between Vertex #1 and Vertex #2 the number times defined by # Cycles. The Initial and Final segments are only used once.
If vs. **Open Circuit** is chosen, the specified potential is added to the open circuit potential of the cell. For example -0.1 vs. Open Circuit would apply a potential 0.1 Volts below the measured open circuit potential. When changing between Load and PSTAT control, the cell is switched to Open Circuit for several seconds. The potential measured during this is used as the Open Circuit value.

If vs. **Reference** is used, the selected potential is created between the Working and Reference cell leads.

If vs. **Previous** is used, the potential is changed relative to the potential just prior to the vertex.

The **Linear Sweep** Scan Type will create a smooth voltage sweep between the specified voltage endpoints. The **Scan Rate (mV/second)** is specified. During a linear sweep, the Data Rate can be specified as a **Fixed Rate** (time between points), or as **delta-E** (mV per point).

The **Stair-Step** Scan Type will create a voltage ramp out of a series of voltage steps. The data is typically measured at the end of each step to allow maximum time for the system to stabilize. The ramp is defined by a **Step Size (mV)** and **Step Time (Seconds)**. During a stair-step scan, the Data Rate can be specified as a **Fixed Rate** (time between points), or as the number of **Points/Step**. If the **Point/Step** is equal to 1, the **Average %** selects when the data is measured. For example, if **Step Time** is 10 seconds, and **Average %** is 10, the data will be measured during the last 1 second of each voltage step.

The 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat has three (3) **Current Ranges**: 2 A, 200 mA, 20 mA. Select the smallest range that can handle the current from your cell.

The Low Bandwidth setting should be used for all standard sweeps.

**Termination/Reversal:**

Select **Reverse Scan**, if you want to reverse the scan direction when the current goes outside the specified **Current >** or **Current <** limits. When the reverse scan is triggered, the scan proceeds to the **Final Potential**.

Select **Terminate Scan**, if you want to terminate the PSTAT Sweep step when the current goes outside the specified **Current >** or **Current <** limits.
6.18 Run External Utility

Runs a user-written external program.

This experiment does not perform any measurements. It is used to launch external utility programs written by the user. For example, if the user wrote a Visual Basic (VB) program to set the temperature on a temperature controller, this experiment would be used to run the VB program to set a temperature controller not directly controlled by FuelCell.

**Program Name** should be the path and filename of the user-written program to be run. The **Directory** button may be used to see your drives and directories and will help locate the desired program file.

The **Command Line Options** is text that will be given to the utility program. FuelCell does not interpret the command line information in any way, but simply passes it on to the utility. The utility can be written to interpret the command line information. For example, a utility program to set the temperature on a temperature controller could interpret the command line: 50 10 to mean that it should set the temperature to 50 °C and wait for 10 minutes before exiting (to let the temperature stabilize).

If **Wait for External Utility to Exit** is selected, FuelCell will wait for the utility to close before proceeding to next experiment in the list.
6.19 Repeat Loop

Inserts a loop into the experiment list. Experiments that are placed within the loop will be repeated a specified number of times.

This experiment puts a pair of Repeat lines into the experiment list as Repeat (Begin) and Repeat (End). Experiments positioned between the Repeat (Begin) and Repeat (End) steps will be repeated the specified number of times.

In this example, ‘Constant Current’ and ‘Scan Voltage’ experiments are positioned between the Repeat (Begin) and Repeat (End) lines. When run, the sequence would be repeated 10 times.
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7.1 Data Value Definitions

The following list describes the source of each type of data value. Some values are directly measured and others are calculated from other measured values.

Current

- **Amps**: Measured total current
- **mA/cm²**: \( \text{Amps} \times 1000 \div \text{Surface Area per Cell} \)

Power

- **Watts**: \( \text{Amps} \times \text{Stack Voltage} \)
- **Watts/cm²**: \( \text{Watts} \div \text{Surface Area per Cell} \div \text{Number of Cells in Stack} \)

Potential (Volts)

- **Stack**: Measured Full Stack Voltage
- **Cell Avg.**: \( \text{Stack} \div \text{Number of Cells in Stack} \)
- **Anode**: Measured between Reference and Anode Sense inputs
- **Cathode**: \( \text{Stack} \div \text{Anode} \)

iR Comp. Potential (Volts)

- **Stack**: Measured Full Stack Voltage during Current Interrupt
- **Cell Avg.**: \( \text{Stack} \div \text{Number of Cells in Stack} \)
- **Anode**: Measured between Reference and Anode Sense inputs during Current Interrupt
- **Cathode**: \( \text{Stack} \div \text{Anode} \)

iR Drop (Volts)

- **Stack**: \( \text{Stack iR Comp Potential} \div \text{Stack Potential} \)
- **Cell Avg.**: \( \text{Stack} \div \text{Number of Cells in Stack} \)
- **Anode**: \( \text{Anode iR Comp. Potential} \div \text{Anode Potential} \)
- **Cathode**: \( \text{Stack} \div \text{Anode} \)

iR Resistance (mΩ)

- **Stack**: \( \text{Stack iR Drop} \times 1000 \div \text{Current in Amps} \)
- **Cell Avg/cm²**: \( \text{Stack} \times \text{Surface Area} \div \text{Number of Cells in Stack} \)
- **Anode**: \( \text{Anode iR Drop} \times 1000 \div \text{Current in Amps} \)
- **Cathode**: \( \text{Cathode iR Drop} \times 1000 \div \text{Current in Amps} \)

Cell

- **Temp (°C)**: Measured Cell Temperature

Anode Fuel

- **Temp (°C)**: Measured Anode Humidifier Temperature
- **Calculated RH%**:
The relative humidity is calculated from the humidifier and cell temperature using \( \text{RH} = \frac{\text{humidifier VP}}{\text{cell VP}} \) where VP = is saturated water vapor pressure given by

\[
\text{Water Vapor Pressure (atm)} = 1.2282 \times 10^{-8} T^4 - 9.3703 \times 10^{-7} T^3 + 7.7644 \times 10^{-5} T^2 - 7.9482 \times 10^{-4} T + 1.0290 \times 10^{-2}
\]

Flow (l/min): Measured Flow from Mass Flow Controller
Flow (pure): Calculated flow of the pure fuel gases (H\(_2\) and O\(_2\)). The pure flows do not include the flows of other gases such as N\(_2\) or CO\(_2\)
Flow (stoich): Calculated Stoichiometric ratio. This is the ratio between the pure fuel flows and the flows necessary for the current being passed. When the current is zero, the Stoichiometric ratio is infinity and will be displayed as 1000

Anode Reform
Gas1 (l/min): Calculated flow for each of the Reformate Simulator Mass Flow Controllers.

Cathode Fuel
Temp (°C): Measured Cathode Humidifier Temperature
Flow (l/min): Measured Flow from Mass Flow Controller

Impedance
Note: The impedance values are only available when FuelCell measures impedance directly. They are not available, if impedance is measured using ZPlot
HFR (mΩ): Most recently measured high-frequency resistance (HFR). This value is not scaled by the cell stack number or surface area. It is only available with test systems containing an internal 880 Frequency Analyzer
Freq: Applied AC Frequency
Real (Ω): Total measured Real impedance (Z’). The value is not scaled by the cell stack number or surface area
Imag (Ω): Total measured Imaginary impedance (Z’’). The value is not scaled by the cell stack number or surface area
Mag (Ω): Total measured impedance magnitude (|Z|). The value is not scaled by the cell stack number or surface area
Angle (Deg): Measured Phase Angle

Control Signals
Note: The control signals record the setpoints for each control condition, not measured values
Ctrl Status: 0 = fuel off, load off; 1 = fuel on, load off; 3 = fuel on, load on
Ctrl Mode: 0 = Ctrl Current; 1 = Ctrl Voltage; 2 = Ctrl Power; 4 = Ctrl iR Compensated Voltage
Ctrl Value: Control Setpoint in Amps, Volts, or Watts
Cell Temp: Cell Temperature Setpoint
A. Temp: Anode Temperature Setpoint
C. Temp: Cathode Temperature Setpoint
A. Flow: Anode Fuel Flow Setpoint
C. Flow: Cathode Fuel Flow Setpoint

NOTE: *Current interrupt* measurement is disabled at low currents to stabilize the electronic
load control loop and lower the noise level of the measured data. When a current interrupt is performed, large transients are generated as a result of the large di/dt and these must be suppressed before accurate cell voltage measurements can be made. Additionally, since a fuel cell has a very low internal resistance, the iR drop usually becomes insignificant at lower currents and therefore does not appreciably affect the measured data accuracy.

Depending on the model in use, suspension of current interrupts and iR measurement may occur below 0.5 to 5 Amps of cell current. When the iR measurements are disabled or are at less than the minimum current values, the iR Drop and iR (mΩ) values will be equal to zero and the iR Compensated voltages will match the uncompensated values.

### 7.2 Data File Format

The right edge of FuelCell displays the complete list of measured values.

**Important:** The check boxes next to each value select the values which will be saved in data files. If the box is checked, the value will be saved. If the box is not checked, the value will not be saved. When data acquisition is in progress, the selected values cannot be changed.

The **UP** button to the left of the list will compress the list so that only the saved values are displayed. A compressed list may be expanded using the **DOWN** button. The **SIZE** button will expand the list to use the full height of the FuelCell window.

An example data file is shown on the following page.

The Header text lists the parameters of the experiment used to measure the data. The length of the header will vary depending on the experiment, but the final line of the header will always be “End Comments”.

All data values are separated by tabs.

### 7.3 Using FuelCell Data File with Spreadsheets

Saved data are stored in a format that is compatible with most spreadsheet software (for example, Microsoft Excel). If you open a data file in Excel, a **Text-Import Wizard** starts that attempts to read the data and understand its format. In the Text-Import Wizard, select **Tab Delimited** for the file format, and click **Finish**. You can also open any data file as a text file in a word processor or other spreadsheet program.
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**FUELCELL DATA**

**FuelCell: Version 3.3**

**Time:** Friday, February 02, 2002 9:20:33 AM

**DateTime:** 36924.3892713889

This text was entered into the comments section of and experiment

**Begin Experiment:** Scan C: 0 A; 1 A; 0 vs Initial; 10 Sec/Pt; 0.05 A/Pt

**Data File:** X:\Delphi32\FuelCell3\example data.fcd

**Data Append:** 0

**Comment Lines:** 1

**Data Comment #1:** This text was entered into the comments section of and experiment

**Save N:** 1

**Save Multiple:** 0

**AutoPrint:** 0

**Duration:** 10

**Duration Type:** 0

**Pol1:** 0

**Pol2:** 1

**Pol3:** 0

**Pol4:** 0

**Pol1 Type:** 0

**Pol2 Type:** 0

**Pol3 Type:** 2

**Pol4 Type:** 2

**Pol2 Use:** 1

**Pol3 Use:** 0

**Scan Type:** 0

**Pol Delta Linear:** 0.05

**Pol Delta Log:** 5

**Slope Delta Pol:** 0.005

**Slope Delta Time:** 10

**Slope Delta Use:** 0

**Terminate Type:** 0

**Terminate Pol:** 0.3

**End Experiment:** Scan C: 0 A; 1 A; 0 vs Initial; 10 Sec/Pt; 0.05 A/Pt

** DataColumnCount:** 11

** DataColumn1:** 0

** DataColumn2:** 1

** DataColumn3:** 5

** DataColumn4:** 11

** DataColumn5:** 12

** DataColumn6:** 41

** DataColumn7:** 51

** DataColumn8:** 52

** DataColumn9:** 53

** DataColumn10:** 61

** DataColumn11:** 62

** Time (Sec) | I (A) | Power (Watts) | E_Stack (V) | E_Avg (V) | E_iR_Stack (mOhm) | Temp_Cell (°C) | Temp_Anode (°C) | Temp_Cathode (°C) | Flow_Anode (l/min) | Flow_Cathode (l/min) **

| 10.15 | 6.4220E+00 | 6.4220E-01 | 1.7500E+01 | 1.5300E+01 | 1.6500E+01 | 1.9903E-02 | 1.9666E-02 |
| 20.15 | 5.0026E-02 | 3.1418E-01 | 6.2804E+00 | 6.2804E-01 | 0.0000E+00 | 1.7600E+01 | 1.5300E+01 | 1.6976E-02 |
| 30.05 | 1.0001E-01 | 6.1865E-01 | 6.1865E+00 | 6.1865E-01 | 0.0000E+00 | 1.7700E+01 | 1.5400E+01 | 1.6976E-02 |
| 40.05 | 1.4999E-01 | 9.1421E-01 | 6.0934E+00 | 6.0934E-01 | 0.0000E+00 | 1.7700E+01 | 1.5400E+01 | 1.6976E-02 |
| 50.05 | 2.0000E-01 | 1.2000E+00 | 6.0000E+00 | 6.0000E-01 | 0.0000E+00 | 1.7800E+01 | 1.5400E+01 | 1.6976E-02 |
| 60.05 | 2.4997E-01 | 1.4766E+00 | 5.9070E+00 | 5.9070E-01 | 0.0000E+00 | 1.7900E+01 | 1.5400E+01 | 1.6976E-02 |
| 70.05 | 2.9998E-01 | 1.7440E+00 | 5.8137E+00 | 5.8137E-01 | 8.9623E+02 | 1.8000E+01 | 1.5500E+01 | 1.6976E-02 |
| 80.05 | 3.5004E-01 | 2.0023E+00 | 5.7202E+00 | 5.7202E-01 | 2.1296E+03 | 1.8100E+01 | 1.5600E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 90.05 | 4.0000E-01 | 2.2508E+00 | 5.6270E+00 | 5.6270E-01 | 2.1143E+03 | 1.8200E+01 | 1.5700E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 100.15 | 4.4999E-01 | 2.4903E+00 | 5.5342E+00 | 5.5342E-01 | 2.1067E+03 | 1.8300E+01 | 1.5800E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 110.15 | 4.9999E-01 | 2.7202E+00 | 5.4403E+00 | 5.4403E-01 | 2.1013E+03 | 1.8400E+01 | 1.5900E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 120.15 | 5.4996E-01 | 2.9409E+00 | 5.3474E+00 | 5.3474E-01 | 2.0904E+03 | 1.8500E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 130.15 | 5.9998E-01 | 3.1523E+00 | 5.2539E+00 | 5.2539E-01 | 2.0776E+03 | 1.8600E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 140.15 | 6.4999E-01 | 3.3541E+00 | 5.1602E+00 | 5.1602E-01 | 2.0658E+03 | 1.8700E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 150.15 | 6.9998E-01 | 3.5466E+00 | 5.0666E+00 | 5.0666E-01 | 2.0540E+03 | 1.8800E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 160.15 | 7.5000E-01 | 3.7298E+00 | 4.9731E+00 | 4.9731E-01 | 2.0424E+03 | 1.8900E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 170.15 | 8.0000E-01 | 3.9035E+00 | 4.8793E+00 | 4.8793E-01 | 2.0309E+03 | 1.9000E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 180.15 | 8.4997E-01 | 4.0672E+00 | 4.7851E+00 | 4.7851E-01 | 2.0200E+03 | 1.9100E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 190.15 | 9.0002E-01 | 4.2221E+00 | 4.6912E+00 | 4.6912E-01 | 2.0099E+03 | 1.9200E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
| 200.15 | 9.5000E-01 | 4.3670E+00 | 4.5996E+00 | 4.5996E-01 | 2.0028E+03 | 1.9300E+01 | 1.6000E+01 | 1.7006E-02 |
The Arbitrary Control experiment uses an external, user-generated file to create a sequence of control and measurement steps.

An arbitrary control file consists of 2 or more columns of numbers. The first column defines an action (set the current, change the temperatures, etc.). The other columns supply the values for the action (the current or temperatures).

The following page shows an example of a control file. This example file is named “arbitrary control.fcc” and is located in the \fuelcell\ directory.

The header lines define the various control functions. Note that each header line is a comment and is not used by FuelCell when loading the control file. Each header/comment line starts with a single quote character.

The available controls are defined in the header of the file. For example, in the sequence:

```
1 0.5
0 5
2 0.7
0 10
```

Action 1 is ‘set current’, therefore the first line sets the current to 0.5 Amps.

Action 0 is ‘take measurement’. The second line waits for 5 seconds and then takes a measurement.

Action 2 is ‘set voltage’. The third line will change the system to controlled voltage mode and set the full stack voltage to 0.7 Volts.

The last line waits 10 seconds and takes a measurement.

A second example of an arbitrary control file is provided. The file “arbitrary control dot driving cycle.fcc” defines an example of the typical power requirements of a fuel cell powered vehicle in urban driving. This sequence was created by the U.S Department of Transportation. The file contains a sequence of power densities at 1 second intervals.
FuelCell 3 arbitrary control file

The first value in each line defines an action
the remaining values in the line are parameters for the action
numbers can be separated by tabs, spaces or commas

Action = -1 pause for the specified time
example -1 10
wait 10 seconds before performing the next action in the list

Action = 0 take data point
example 0 10
wait 10 seconds and then take a data point

Action = 0 take data with extended options
example 0 10 5 60
wait 10 seconds and take a data point, the data is averaged for 5 seconds
the measurement is repeated 60 times
this action will record 60 data points and last 600 seconds
or
example 0 10 0 60
if the 3rd value is zero, the default averaging time is used
the measurement is repeated 60 times
this action will record 60 data points and last 600 seconds

Action = 1 set current
example 1 15 or 1 15 0
set the current to 15 Amps
example 1 2 1
set the current to 2 Amps above the previous current

Action = 2 set potential
example 2 0.5 or 2 0.5 0
set the total stack voltage to 0.5 Volts
example 2 -0.3 1
set the total stack voltage to 0.3 Volts below the open circuit voltage
example 2 -0.3 2
set the total stack voltage to 0.3 Volts below the previous voltage

Action = 3 set power
example 3 11 or 3 11 0
set the power to 11 Watts
example 3 5 1
set the power to 5 Watts above the previous power

Action = 4 set iR corrected potential
example 4 0.6 or 4 0.6 0
set the ir Corrected voltage to 0.6 Volts
example 4 -0.3 1
set the ir Corrected voltage to 0.3 Volts below the open circuit voltage
example 4 -0.3 2
set the ir Corrected voltage to 0.3 Volts below the previous voltage

Action = 11 set current density
example 11 0.8 or 11 0.8 0
set the current to 0.8 A/cm2
example 11 0.2 1
set the current to 0.2 A/cm2 above the previous current

Action = 12 set average single cell voltage
example 12 0.5 or 12 0.5 0
set the average cell voltage to 0.5 Volts
example 12 -0.3 1
set the average cell voltage to 0.3 Volts below the open circuit voltage
example 12 -0.3 2
set the average cell voltage to 0.3 Volts below the previous voltage

Action = 13 set power density
example 13 0.2 or 13 0.2 0
set the power density 0.2 W/cm2
example 13 0.1 1
set the power to 0.1 W/cm2 above the previous power
note: power density is per cell, per cm2.
Total power= (power density)*(cells in the stack)*surface area per cell

Action = 14 set average single cell iR corrected voltage
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Example 14
- Set the average cell corrected voltage to 0.5 Volts
- Set the average cell corrected voltage to 0.3 Volts below the open circuit voltage
- Set the average cell corrected voltage to 0.3 Volts below the previous voltage

Action = 21
- Set temperatures (cell, anode fuel, cathode fuel, aux)
  - Set the cell temperature to 70°C
  - Set the anode temperature to 80°C
  - Set the cathode temperature to 83°C
  - Set the aux temperature to 0°C
  - If an auxiliary temperature controller is not used, its value should be 0

Example 21
- Set temperatures (cell, anode fuel, cathode fuel, aux)
  - Set the cell temperature to 70°C
  - Set the anode temperature to 80°C
  - Set the cathode temperature to 83°C
  - Set the aux temperature to 0°C

Example 22
- Set fuel flows
  - Set anode minimum to 0.007 liters/min
  - Set anode load based offset to 0.025 liters/min/cell
  - Set anode load based multiplier to 0.007 liters/min/amp/cell
  - Set cathode minimum to 0.01 liters/min
  - Set cathode load based offset to 0.02 liters/min/cell
  - Set cathode load based multiplier to 0.01 liters/min/amp/cell

Example 23
- Set anode reformer flows
  - Set reformer mode (0=off, 1=On+Subtraction mode, 2=On+Additive Mode)
  - Set first reformer gas to 100 PPM
  - Set second reformer gas to 1000 PPM
  - Set other reformer gasses to zero

Example 24
- Set cathode reformer flows
  - Set reformer mode (0=off, 1=On+Subtraction mode, 2=On+Additive Mode)
  - Set first reformer gas to 100 PPM
  - Set second reformer gas to 1000 PPM
  - Set other reformer gasses to zero

Example 25
- Set burp valve timing
  - Set anode burp interval in seconds
  - Set anode burp duration in seconds
  - Set cathode burp interval in seconds
  - Set cathode burp duration in seconds
  - Note: If interval = 0, no burps are performed
  - Note: If interval < 0, a single burp is performed

Example 26
- Set wet/dry gas valves
  - Set anode valve to wet
  - Set cathode valve to dry
  - Note: Wet = 1, Dry = 0
  - Note: The actual valve has the opposite polarity. Power off = wet, Power on = dry

Example 27
- Set fuel pressure
  - Set anode excess flow to 0.01 l/min during pressure change
  - Set cathode pressure to 4 psig
  - Apply excess flow for 2 seconds before changing the pressure values
  - Apply excess flow for 5 seconds after pressure change is completed
  - Alarm if the difference between anode and cathode pressures is over 3 psig
  - Alarm if either pressure exceeds 10 psig
  - Set anode excess flow method (0= add excess flow during change, 1= apply fixed flow during change)
  - Set cathode excess flow method (0= add excess flow during change, 1= apply fixed flow during change)

Example 28
- Set digital output signals
  - Set digital output 1 to on
  - Set digital output 2 to off
  - Note: These are the same digital signals as used by the wet/dry gas valves, but have the opposite polarity

Example 29
- Set aux PLC controller
  - Set the first aux PLC controller to 30
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' Note: The aux PLC controllers are defined by the file FuelAux.ini

Action = 30  turn off temperature controllers
equivalent to clicking the Stop All Temps

Action = 31  turn off Fuel (switch to purge)
equivalent to clicking the Stop Fuel button on the main screen of FC3

Action = 32  turn off Load
equivalent to clicking the Stop Load button on the main screen of FC3

Action = 33  turn off pressure
equivalent to clicking the Stop Pressure button on the main screen of FC3

Action = 34  set pump flow
set pump minimum to 0.007 liters/min
set pump load based offset to 0.025 liters/min/cell
set pump load based multiplier to 0.007 liters/min/amp/cell

Action = 41  measure impedance
set impedance frequency to 500 Hz
set AC amplitude to 1 A
NOTE: system must be configured for Internal Impedance measurements

Action = 42  locks the system in impedance mode for faster impedance measurements
(1=impedance lock, 0=unlock for non-impedance operation)
If Action 41 is used without action 42, each impedance measurement (Action 41) will automatically
lock, measure, and unlock. This requires extra time if several impedance values will be measured in a row.
Unlock the system before changing other non-impedance actions

Action = 44  change Current Range
0 = 100% full scale current range (10 Amps on a 10 Amp unit)
1 = 50% full scale current range (5 Amps on a 10 Amp unit)
2 = 10% full scale current range (1 Amp on a 10 Amp unit)
equivalent to changing the I Range setting in the Background controls
the 1st parameter specifies the current range when using Current Control method
the 2nd parameter specifies the current range when using Potential Control method
the 3rd parameter specifies the current range when using Power Control method

Action = 45  set gas selector solenoids (893 module)
2 = set anode gas selection to gas #2 (may be labeled as gas B)
3 = set cathode gas selection to gas #3 (may be labeled as gas C)

Action = 91  adjust current control loop speed
value range 0 < x < 1, lower values are more stable, high values change the signal quickly

Action = 92  adjust voltage control loop speed
first value: range 0 < x < 10, lower values are more stable, high values change the signal quickly
second value: range 0=off, 1 < x < 4, higher values are more stable, high values make the system more stable
under low voltage / mass transfer limiting conditions

Action = 93  adjust power control loop speed
value range 0 < x < 1, lower values are more stable, high values change the signal quickly

Action = 101  terminate when Current < value
terminate if the current is less than 0.5 amps
first parameter is the Current Limit in Amps
second parameter controls the type of termination
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0 = no termination
1 = terminate the Arbitrary Control Experiment, continues with the next experiment in the list
2 = does not perform experiments after the Arbitrary Control Experiment and before the end of a repeat loop
4 = exits a repeat loop, continues with experiments after the end of the loop
8 = stops all experiments in the experiment list

The termination types are additive: 7 = 1+2+4 = terminate Arbitrary Control Experiment and all experiments until the end of the loop. Exit the loop and perform experiments after the end if the loop

Action = 102  terminate when Current > value
example  102  0.5  7
terminate if the current is greater than 0.5 amps
first parameter is the Current Limit in Amps
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 103  terminate when Potential < value
example  103  0.5  7
terminate if the potential is less than 0.5 volts
first parameter is the Voltage Limit in Volts
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 104  terminate when Potential > value
example  104  0.5  7
terminate if the potential is greater than 0.5 volts
first parameter is the Potential Limit in Volts
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 105  terminate when Power < value
example  105  0.5  7
terminate if the power is less than 0.5 watts
first parameter is the Power Limit in Watts
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 106  terminate when Potential > value
example  106  0.5  7
terminate if the power is greater than 0.5 watts
first parameter is the Potential Limit in Volts
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 107  terminate when iR Corrected Potential < value
example  107  0.5  7
terminate if the potential is less than 0.5 volts
first parameter is the Voltage Limit in Volts
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 108  terminate when iR Corrected Potential > value
example  108  0.5  7
terminate if the potential is greater than 0.5 volts
first parameter is the Potential Limit in Volts
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 111  terminate when Cell Temperature < value
example  111  65  7
terminate if the temperature is less than 65 C
first parameter is the Temperature Limit in degrees C
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 112  terminate when Cell Temperature > value
example  112  0.5  7
terminate if the temperature is greater than 65 C
first parameter is the Temperature Limit in degrees C
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 113  terminate when Anode Temperature < value
example  113  65  7
terminate if the temperature is less than 65 C
first parameter is the Temperature Limit in degrees C
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second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 114  terminate when Anode Temperature > value
example  114  0.5  7
terminate if the temperature is greater than 65 °C
first parameter is the Temperature Limit in degrees C
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 115  terminate when Cathode Temperature < value
example  115  65  7
terminate if the temperature is less than 65 °C
first parameter is the Temperature Limit in degrees C
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

Action = 116  terminate when Cathode Temperature > value
example  116  0.5  7
terminate if the temperature is greater than 65 °C
first parameter is the Temperature Limit in degrees C
second parameter controls the type of termination
see Action 101 for a description of the termination types

The following series sets the current to 0.1A, waits 5 seconds and
measures a data point. This sequence is repeated for 0.2A and 0.5A.
The control mode is then changed to control the cell voltage at
0.7, 0.68 and 0.7 Volts, with a data point measured 10 seconds after
each change. The temperatures and fuel flows are then changed and three
data points measured at 10 second intervals.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes: Problems with the GPIB interface device or communication are typically the result of incomplete or improper configuration of the National Instruments GPIB interface and its driver software. The interface should be used with the factory default settings. The National Instruments PCI USB GPIB interface devices may be used, however the GPIB-USB-HS is the recommended interface.

9.1 Communication Problems

“Error locating GPIB drivers. Press OK to exit” - This error will appear immediately after starting the program, if the file GPIB.DLL cannot be found. The solution to this problem is making sure that the GPIB Interface Driver software is properly installed on the computer connected to the load unit.

“GPIB Communications error” - This error will appear immediately after starting the program, if the GPIB address of the model 890 or 850 series does not match the settings in the fuelcell.ini file, OR if the power to the instrument is off. The SAI 890 - OLE window will display ‘Connect Failed’ and ‘Board 0, Address X’ where X is the address of the instrument. Make sure that the model 890 or 850 series power switch is in the ON position and verify that the GPIB address is set correctly. Use NOTEPAD to view the fuelcell.ini file (located in the fuelcell directory) and make sure that the GPIB address listed there is configured as board 0 and the correct address. The factory default GPIB address for the model 890 or 850 series is set to 7 and should be used unless a change is required.

“FuelCell: Serial Poll Error” - Communications with the instrument has been interrupted. This can occur with a momentary power outage. The SAI890OLE program will try to reestablish communications after 30 seconds. If the problem persists, cut and paste the text of the errors and email to support@scribner.com.

Temperatures read -999 - Communications with the temperature controllers has been lost. Allow at least 10 seconds after power up of the model 890 or 850 series before starting the FuelCell program to allow the temperature controllers to initialize.

The following message appears in SAI890 OLE window - FuelCell: 893Ext SetValue Error - Bad Format -999, Address 10, 10
This appears because the system expects an Auto MultiGas (AMG) accessory to be connected, but it cannot communicate. If an AMG is installed, check its power connections and that the data cable is plugged into the test system. If an AMG is not installed and there is not an 892 Data Expansion unit used with this system, close FuelCell, delete or rename the “fuelaux.ini” file. If there is an 892 unit, close FuelCell, open the “fuelaux.ini” file and delete the [Set893] section, then save and close the file. Restart FuelCell.
CHAPTER 10. FUELSTAT MONITORING SOFTWARE

FuelStat is used to monitor the status of multiple 840/850/890 series Fuel Cell Test Systems from a separate computer that is part of a local Microsoft network. FuelStat is run from a computer networked to the computers running FuelCell Version 2.0 or higher. This permits local or remote monitoring of the status of many fuel cell test systems. A summary of the operating conditions of each fuel cell test system is provided in chart format. Simple graphs are displayed showing the operating parameters of the cells under test. No provisions are made for remote control of the test systems, only monitoring is provided. FuelStat software and Microsoft Excel must be installed on the monitoring computer to provide this function.

10.1 Installation
To install FuelStat, insert the Scribner Associates software CD. In Windows Explorer, go to the CD\FuelCell Directory, and double click on FuelSt.exe. This will create a directory named \FuelStat\, copy all required files to this directory, and create a desktop icon named FuelStat.

10.2 Starting FuelStat
Click on the FuelStat icon on the desktop or select Start | Programs | FuelCell | FuelStat.

10.3 Using FuelStat
Before FuelStat can display the status of the Fuel Cell Test Systems, each of the systems must be registered with FuelStat. An example of the FuelStat Main Menu is shown below.

The Status for each of the monitored systems has one of 3 states:
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1. **Operating**: The *FuelCell* program for this system is running.

2. **FuelCell Offline**: The computer is turned on and visible on the network, but *FuelCell* is not running.

3. **Computer Offline**: The computer is turned off.

10.4 **FuelStat Controls**

*Add* is used to register a *FuelCell* system with *FuelStat*.

From the **Look in** box, select Network Neighborhood, select the computer on which the *FuelCell* system is located, select the drive letter containing the *FuelCell* program, and select the *FuelCell* directory. Select the fuelcell.ini file and click **Open**.

If multiple fuel cell units are operated from one computer, there will be a separate .ini file for each system. Select one of the fuelcell.ini files and use the **Add** button again to add additional Fuel Cell Test Stations.

**Remove** is used to remove a *FuelCell* station from the monitoring list. To remove a system, highlight a line in the list and click on remove.

**Refresh** will cause an immediate check of the status of all systems. *FuelStat* normally checks the status of each system on 30 second intervals.

**Move Up** and **Move Down** change the order of the *FuelCell* systems in the list.

**Start Excel** launches Microsoft Excel. Excel is used to display the complete conditions of each system. If Excel is already running, the Start Excel button may not correctly display the *FuelStat* information in Excel. Close Excel, Close *FuelStat*, restart *FuelStat*, and click on **Start Excel**.
**Note:** An Excel template file is provided with *FuelStat* that controls the layout of the Excel screens. Because *FuelStat* is updating the Excel screens frequently, you may encounter communications errors between *FuelStat* and Excel, if the layout is modified while running *FuelStat*. To make changes to the Excel template, see section 10.6 *Modifying Excel Templates*.

### 10.5 Using Excel with *FuelStat*

When *FuelStat* starts Excel, the Excel screen should appear as shown below. Three Excel worksheets are used.

#### 10.5.1 Raw Data

The ‘Raw Data’ worksheet contains the information as directly transferred from *FuelStat*. Because *FuelStat* directly communicates with this worksheet, this worksheet should not be altered in any way except to change the width of columns.

#### 10.5.2 Formatted Data

This worksheet page takes the information from the raw data worksheet and displays it in a more convenient format. For example, the raw data only shows total current. The formatted data also shows current density calculated from the total current and surface area values from the raw data.
10.5.3 Graphs

This worksheet contains graphs derived from the formatted data. Built-in graphs include cell voltage of each FuelCell station as well as the current density-voltage relationship.

10.6 Modifying Excel Templates

FuelStat displays data and graphs in Excel using a pre-formatted template file. When FuelStat is installed, it creates two copies of the template. The used template is named fuelstat.xlt. A second copy named backup copy of original Fuelstat.xlt is also available. Never save changes to the backup copy.

To alter the template:

1. Shut down FuelStat and start Excel

2. From Excel, load the fuelstat.xlt template file (usually located in the directory c:\fuelstat\).

Note: Do not load the spreadsheet file fuelstat.xls. This is a temporary file and
will be overwritten the next time *FuelStat* is used.

3. Modify the template file and save any changes.

   **Note:** Make sure that the file is saved using the original *fuelstat.xlt* name, and in the original directory.

4. Exit Excel

5. Restart *FuelStat* and click on Start Excel to check the behavior of the new template.
CHAPTER 11. INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION

Warning: Changing instrument configuration settings can compromise safety or cause the instrument to perform incorrectly.

This appendix describes the instrument configuration screens in the FuelCell 3 program. The instrument configuration settings are used to describe the gas control system and other accessories attached to the 890 or 850 series Fuel Cell Test Systems.

To access the configuration settings, start the FuelCell program, select File | Instrument Configuration..., and enter the serial number of the 890 or 850 unit. The serial number is located on the serial plate located on the back panel of the 890 or 850 unit.

11.1 Fuel Configuration

![Fuel Cell Configuration Screen]

11.1 Fuel Configuration
Note that when fuel settings are disabled, they will be hidden from view in the FuelCell setup screens. If all fuel settings are disabled, the Setup Fuel button in FuelCell is completely hidden.

**Display Format:** Two different Setup Fuel screen formats are available in the FuelCell software. The **Standard** (section 6.11) format contains basic settings for fuel flow rates; reformate gas mixing values are entered in a separate Setup Reformate screen. The **Enhanced** (sections 6.11) format combines the main fuel conditions, gas mixing and stoichiometric flow control settings in a single screen.

When **Fuel Flow Control Type** is set to **None**, the 890 or 850 unit does not control the fuel flow. Use this setting, if you control fuel flows by other means, or if you do not use mass flow control (for example when using a dead ended cell or stack).

Set the **Fuel Flow Control Type** to **Gas / Mass Flow Controller**, for normal operation with a single mass flow controller used to supply the main fuel gas (shown above).

When mass flow controllers are used, the **Full Flow** parameter must match the full-scale (5 volt input) flow of the actual controller in SLPM (Standard Liters Per Minute). The MFC must be designed for use with 0-5 Volt DC control and read back signals corresponding to full-scale flow. Typical ranges of mass flow might vary between 0.001 SLPM (1 scc/min) to 1,000 SLPM (1,000 standard liters per minute).

Some 840/850/890 Fuel Cell Test Systems are designed to use 2 mass flow controllers (small and large) in parallel to supply the main fuel gas. This design can be used to allow large flow rates while retaining high resolution flow control at low flow rates. When the **Fuel Flow Controller Type** is set to **Gas Dual Range MFC** the following settings are displayed:

**Controller #2 (Liters/Minute)** sets the full flow size of the second main gas controller. The second controller must be larger than the primary controller. The **Channel Number** selects the reformate simulator channel that will be used to control the second main gas controller.

Contact your sales representative for more information on the use of dual-range flow control.

In the case of a direct methanol system, it is possible to use a liquid pump in place of the anode MFC, provided the pump flow rate can be controlled by a 0-5 Volt DC signal.

Set the **Fuel Flow Control Type** to Liquid Pump to display the following settings:
The **Full Flow** must match the full-scale flow of the pump.

The **Offset Control** should match the control voltage at which the pump starts. The **Minimum Control** sets the lowest voltage that will be sent to the pump. The value should be larger than the Offset Control to prevent the pump from stalling.

**Note:** If using a Gilson Minipuls3 peristaltic pump, the values in the image above are typical when using 3.175 mm (1/8”) ID Tygon pump tubing: Max. flow rate = 29 mL/min. See the 890 / 850 manual for additional information on installing and using a pump.

**Note:** If using a MasterFlex L/S Series peristaltic pump, the Full Flow of Controller value depends on the size of the pump tubing. The pump must be configured for the correct pump tubing size, 0-5 V input/output remote control. See the 890 / 850 manual for additional information on installing and using a pump.

Set the appropriate **Stoichiometric Type** for each controller. Presets for ‘H₂’, ‘O₂’, and ‘Air’ are available as well as an ‘O₂/Air Switch’ and ‘Custom’ setting. **Pure Fuel Stoich. (cc/min/Amp)** is the gas flow of the pure fuel (H₂ or O₂) necessary for 1 Amp of current. Note that the **Pure Fuel Stoich.** for O₂ and air are the same (for both gasses, the pure fuel is O₂). **Pure Fuel Fraction** describes the amount of pure fuel in the gas. For air, the pure fuel fraction is 0.21 because air contains 21% O₂.

If your gas control system contains a manual gas selector valve that allows the gas supply to be switched between O₂ and air sources, set the cathode **Stoichiometric Type** to **O₂/Air Switch.** This setting allows the software stoichiometric settings to be quickly changed in the Setup Fuel screen to match the valve setting.

Some fuel cell gas handling systems are designed to flow the inert purge gas through the mass flow controllers used for the reactant gasses. In this case, the controllers must remain operational (open) to allow the purge gas to flow when fuel is removed. If the fuel gas system is designed such that the purge gas bypasses the mass flow controllers, the mass flow controllers must be closed (set to zero flow) when fuel gasses are removed. Use the Purge Gas flows through Mass Flow Controller check box to select the desired function. Refer to the fuel system manual if required.

**Use Anode Temperature Controller** (or Cathode) is used to enable the anode and cathode temperature controllers built into the 890 or 850 unit. They may be disabled for systems that do not use or require these temperature controllers.

If **Display Calculated RH%** is selected, the data values list will show an extra data type. The RH% is calculated from the measured humidifier and cell temperatures. The RH% is not directly measured.

Select **Use Wet/Dry Solenoid** if the fuel cell test system is equipped with solenoid valves plumbed in the humidifier flow path. Reactant gases can be selected to by-pass the anode and/or cathode humidifier (Dry) or to pass through the humidifier (Wet) from the Setup Fuel menu and Setup Fuel Experiment menu.
850 Fuel Cell Test Systems with the Wet/Dry option are identified by a “WD” in the Options line of the serial plate located on the back panel of the instrument.

Contact the factory for additional details about this option.

Some 890 or 850 units have the capability of controlling a **Burp Valve(s)**, so that a valve can be opened for a specified interval and duration. Burp valves are often used to periodically release water and contaminants from dead-ended cells or stacks. The timebase resolution is one second for this function.

### 11.2 Auto MultiGas

There are three options available in the Auto MultiGas setup tab:

* **None**: Test System does not have Auto MultiGas option

* **3 Port**: Switch between Ports A, B, C - Select this type when using the 850 AMG unit

Check Use Port X boxes for Auto MultiGas ports that are connected to a source gas.

The Pure Fraction refers to the fraction of reactive component in the gas. For example, high-purity (99.99+%) hydrogen (H₂) and oxygen (O₂) have pure fraction = 1 whereas Air has a pure fraction = 0.21. N₂ has a pure fraction = 0 because there is no reactive component in N₂.

Flow Correction is used to account for the difference in mass flow rate when using a gas that has a gas correction factor (GCF) that is different from the GCF of the gas that the mass flow controller is calibrated for. The Flow Correction factor is the GCF of the gas being used divided by the GCF of the gas that the MFC was calibrated for:

\[
Flow \ Correction = \frac{GCF_{\text{Test Gas}}}{GCF_{\text{MFC}}}
\]

The basis gas is nitrogen (N₂) which, by convention, has GCF \(_{N_2} = 1\). H₂, N₂, Air and O₂ all have GCF \(~1\) so a Flow Correction \(= 1\) is suitable when using these gases on an MFC that is calibrated for one of these gases. See the mass flow controller manual for additional information on GCFs. See also, the Application Note on Gas Correction Factors in the Support | Knowledge Base section of www.scribner.com.

Example: A MFC is calibrated for Argon (GCF\(_{\text{Ar}} = 1.39\)) and the gas of interest is CO₂ (GCF\(_{\text{CO}_2} = 0.70\)). The resulting effective GCF or Flow Correction factor

\[
Flow \ Correction = \frac{GCF_{\text{Test Gas}}}{GCF_{\text{MFC}}} = \frac{GCF_{\text{CO}_2}}{GCF_{\text{Ar}}} = \frac{0.70}{1.39} = 0.5
\]

For a set point of 100 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm), the MFC calibrated for Ar will actually be flowing 100 sccm \(\times 0.5 = 50\) sccm of CO₂. By entering a Flow Correction factor of 0.50 in the Auto MultiGas configuration, the software will set the MFC to 200 sccm, resulting in the desired actual flow of 100 sccm of CO₂.

If the gas were actually Argon, the mass flow would be 100 sccm and a Flow Correction of 1 should be used.

If the gas were N₂, the gas flow would be \(= 100 \text{ sccm} \times (GCF_{\text{N}_2} / GCF_{\text{Ar}}) = 100 \text{ sccm} \times (1.0 / 1.39) = 72\) sccm. By entering a Flow Correction \(= 0.72\) in the Auto MultiGas configuration, the software will set the MFC to 139 sccm, resulting in the desired actual flow of 100 sccm of N₂.
11.3 Reformate Simulation

The Simulator Type can be set to None, Internal, or External.

If set to External, a Model 891 Reformate Simulator (no longer manufactured) is used, and the GPIB Address setting must match the settings of the GPIB switches on the rear of the 891. The factory default setting is GPIB address 8. If set to Internal, one or more of the internal reformate MFC channels of the 890 or 850 is used with additional mass flow controllers.

The Main Fuel Gas Name should describe the base reactant fuel or oxidant.

For each tank, the Tank Name should describe the actual gas in the tank, and the Gas Name should describe the contaminant gas. For example, if a tank contains 1% CO and 99% H₂, the Tank Name could be “1%CO+H₂” and the Gas Name “CO”. These labels are used in the FuelCell screens when selecting the desired gas concentrations and when displaying the actual flows from each tank.

The Controller (Liters/Minute) setting must match the full-scale flow of the corresponding
mass flow controller in SLPM. It is assumed that a 5 Volt signal corresponds to full-scale flow.

The **Gas Concentration (PPM)** defines the concentration of the contaminant gas in the tank in part per million (ppm). The remainder of the gas in the tank is assumed to be the **Main Fuel Gas** (usually hydrogen). The MFC for this application would be calibrated for the specific type of gas.

The concentration of a pure gas is 1,000,000 PPM (= 1E6 PPM). A tank of 1% CO and 99% hydrogen would have 10,000 PPM CO.

For all unused controls, set the ‘Tank Name’ and ‘Gas Name’ to N/A and set the ‘Controller’ and ‘Gas Concentrations’ to 0 (zero).

### 11.4 System Configuration

![Image of setup instrument](image)

**Use Cell Temperature Controller** enables the use of the cell temperature controller in the 890 or 850 unit. If this box is unchecked, the controller will not be set or reported.

Some 890 or 850 units may contain either an internal or external **Auxiliary Temperature Controller**. This controller allows for a fourth independent temperature setpoint beyond the standard three controllers (anode fuel, cathode fuel, and cell). This controller is *not* normally used for heating gas delivery lines where it may be desirable to follow the fuel temperature setpoints. This is an independent temperature control that is not linked to other functions. Control
is by RS-485, and a specific type of controller is required. Contact Scribner Associates for more information.

The **Control Loop Speed** settings determine how fast the electronic load responds to changes in the voltage, current, and power setpoints. A **larger** value will *increase* the response rate, but will make the system noisier and the setpoint less stable. A **smaller** value will make the system *more* stable, but will make it slower to respond to changes. Note that the **Current** control loop speed will affect ALL control modes. The voltage control loop speed will only affect the voltage control mode.

The **Low Voltage Stability** setting can be used to increase the stability of the system under low voltage when the cell reaches mass transfer limiting conditions.

**890B**: The default voltage speed is 3, and the default voltage stability is zero. The default current speed is 0.75. To increase voltage stability, first increase the stability setting to 2 or 3, and if necessary, reduce the Speed to 1 or 0.5.

**890C/890CL/890e/890ZV/850C/850e**: The default voltage speed is 5 and the default voltage stability is zero. The default current speed is 5. To increase voltage stability, first increase the stability setting to 2 or 3, and if necessary, reduce the speed to 2 or 1.

The **Auto-Null Current Measurements** function checkbox may be turned on to correct for drift or offset in the measured current and may be useful when measuring small currents. This feature only works with 890, 890B, 890C, 890CL, and 850C systems. It should not be used with other models.

The **External RS485 Baud Rate** should be set to 9600.
11.5 Alarms

The 890 or 850 has provisions for up to three external alarm signal inputs, depending on the model. In the example shown above, if the first auxiliary alarm (Aux 1) is triggered, FuelCell would display the message “Low Water in Anode Humidifier” and would reduce the temperature of the anode humidifier. These alarm signals may be used by external equipment attached to the 890 or 850 system. These three alarm menus allow the functions to be utilized by the FuelCell software, assuming the alarm signals are wired to external equipment. Examples use for these alarms could be a hydrogen (leak) detector, DI water supply failure, or other external safety condition.

Gas pressure sensing switches may be used to indicate the loss of pressure from the fuel supply source, such as a tank/regulator supply, air compressor or hydrogen generator. Some systems, such as a direct methanol fuel cell, do not usually have anode fuel pressure, and so it may be desirable to disable the pressure alarm for the anode fuel. A level switch could also be used for detecting a methanol supply. These inputs are for switches having contact closures only, with closed indicating OK and open circuit causing an alarm condition.
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The **Alarm / Standby Temperature** value is the temperature setpoint that is used to define an “Off” condition. This setpoint is applied whenever “Reduce Temperature” is triggered by an alarm or when Stop All Temp is manually selected by the user.

**Important Safety Information:** Systems using reactant gasses **SHOULD** use pressure sensing switches on gas supplies. **DO NOT** bypass fuel safety features!

### 11.6 Temperature Followers

![Temperature Followers Setup Screen](image)

Model 850/890 units have provisions for an external RS-485 communications cable so that the **FuelCell** software may control additional (external) temperature controllers. The setpoints of these controllers **cannot** be independently entered but are referenced to one of the four main controller temperatures (anode fuel, cathode fuel, cell, or auxiliary). A drop down box is used to select the controlling value, and boxes are provided to enter the offset and scaling of the setpoint value.

The **FuelCell** software can address and control up to eight additional (external) temperature controllers, which the user may optionally install for any desired purpose. Control is by an RS-
485 signal. Only Love/Dwyer 16A or 32A series controllers with the RS-485 option may be used. Contact Scribner Associates for more information.

In the example shown above, **Follower 1** defines a controller at RS-485 address 41. This controller will always be set for *FuelCell* to a value 5 °C above the anode fuel controller temperature. **Follower 2** defines a controller at address 42 to always be 5 °C above the cathode fuel temperature. These are examples of a configuration to control heated reactant gas delivery line temperatures.

**890/890B:** Do not use addresses 30, 31, or 32. These addresses are reserved for the internal temperature controllers.

**890C/890CL/890e/890ZV/850C/850e:** Do not use addresses 0 through 9. These addresses are reserved for the internal temperature controllers.
11.7 Impedance/Potentiostat

11.7.1 Impedance
Model 890C/CL/890e/890ZV and 850C/850e units may have an optional, internal model 880 Impedance Analyzer, which will be indicated on the rear panel of the 890 or 850 unit.

Model 890B/C units can measure impedance when used with an external Solartron Impedance Analyzer.

An external Solartron Analyzer cannot be used if the unit contains an internal 880 Analyzer.

If a Scribner 880 is selected, the FuelCell program will measure impedance directly. The ZView software package may be used to display impedance data while it is being measured and to load data for post-experiment analysis. Scribner Associates 880 Analyzers do not require any additional address settings.

If Measured By is set to ZPlot, all impedance measurements must be performed using the separate ZPlot software package.

If a Solartron 1250, 1253, 1255, or 1260 is selected, the FuelCell program will measure impedance directly, and ZPlot is not required. The ZView software package may be used to display impedance data while it is being measured and to load data for post-experiment analysis.

If a Solartron Analyzer model is selected, the GPIB Address settings must be set to match the GPIB Address switches on the rear panel of the frequency analyzer. The GPIB Board should
always be 0 unless multiple GPIB boards are installed in the PC. Click on Test Gpib to test communications with the frequency analyzer.

See Chapter 12 for more information on impedance measurements.

11.7.2 Potentiostat

This section is used to define the 885 Fuel Cell Potentiostat, if used. The standard 885 Potentiostat connects directly to an 850 (using the Auxiliary Signals connector) or 890 (using the Interface Box) system. The 885-HS connects directly to the host computer’s USB port.

Selecting Auto Detect will automatically detect the 885 and 885-HS Potentiostat(s) connected to the system. The next time FuelCell is started, if one or more 885-HS Potentiostats are detected for the first time, the user will be prompted to associate an 885-HS (listed by serial number) with the test station. This ensures that, if multiple test stations are connected to a single computer, the proper 885-HS is associated with each test station.

Selecting 885 will configure the software to work with a standard 885.

Selecting 885-HS will configure the software to work with an 885-HS unit. Enter the 885-HS serial number in the Serial No. field.

Selecting None means that a Potentiostat is not used and any attached 885 or 885-HS will not be automatically detected.
11.8 Data Expansion (Model 892 accessory)

The Data Expansion tab is used to configure one or more Model 892 Data Expansion units for use with an 890 or 850 system. See the 892 manual for additional information on the hardware.

Each model 892 is configured with one or two 8-channel sections (Modules). For example, 892e models are configured with 8 thermocouple inputs and 8 analog inputs. Non-standard 892s may have different configurations of temperature and analog inputs.

The following configuration example is for a standard 892e unit:

Select Module 1 (Left Side) and check the Enable Module box to activate the 8 temperature (thermocouple) inputs of the 892e.

Check Use Input 1 through Use Input 8 for the channels that are used. Unchecked channels will not be available for data recording in FuelCell. The channel Name is shown in FuelCell and is the data column header in the data files.
Select **Module 2 (Right Side)** and check the **Enable Module** box to activate the 8 analog input channels of the 892e. The factory default setting is for the analog inputs to be configured for voltage inputs, for example for stack cell voltage or pressure transducer. See the 892 manual for wiring configurations for other input types, e.g., for a 0-20 mA type device or input source.

Check **Use Input 1** through **Use Input 8** for the channels that are used. Unchecked channels will not be available for data recording in *FuelCell* software. The channel **Name** is shown in *FuelCell* and is the data column header in the data files.

The Scale and Offset values can be used to translate a sensor signal into scaled units. The recorded value for an input is $\text{Recorded Value} = (\text{Sensor Value} \times \text{Scale}) + \text{Offset}$. For example a 0-5V sensor signal corresponds to 0 – 100 kPa, set the Scale value to 20 to scale the reported values in kPa.
Note: FuelCell version 3.2 and later can measure impedance directly, without the use of the separate ZPlot impedance software.

This Appendix describes impedance measurements performed by FuelCell WITHOUT ZPlot.

The 890B and 890C Fuel Cell Load can be connected to an external Solartron Frequency Response Analyzer to perform impedance measurements of a fuel cell. These measurements may be performed at a wide range of cell operating currents, from just above zero current to maximum rated current of the load. This capability is not available with the older model 890 Fuel Cell Load unit, but any older model 890 can be upgraded to a model 890B at the factory for a nominal charge. Contact the factory for details.

Model 890CL/890e/890ZV and 850C/850e units may contain an optional, internal Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Analyzer. The front panel of the unit will indicate if the unit contains an 880 Analyzer. If the unit contains an internal 880 Analyzer, an external Solartron Analyzer cannot be used.

12.1 System Requirements

1. Scribner Associates 890B/C/CL/e/ZV Fuel Cell Load System and, External Solartron 1260, 1255, 1250 or 1253 Frequency Response analyzer *

2. Scribner Associates 890CL/e/ZV or 850C/e Fuel Cell Load System and, Internal Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Response Analyzer *

FuelCell Software, Version 3.2 or later for use with a Solartron Analyzer

FuelCell Software, Version 3.8 or later for use with a Scribner 880 Analyzer

* Note: Some of the above items are not included with the purchase of the model 890 or 850 series and must be purchased separately.

12.2 Installing FuelCell and Getting Started

The FuelCell program should be installed and the 890 or 850 series Fuel Cell Load system tested before impedance measurements are attempted. Installation and operation of the Load is described in prior chapters of this manual, and the user must be familiar with the operation of the Test System and the FuelCell software before starting impedance experiments. It is assumed that the user is familiar with the EIS technique for the purposes of this manual.
12.2.1 Setting Up a Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Response Analyzer
The Scribner Associates 880 analyzer is factory installed inside the 890 and 850 series and does not require any additional signal connections.

12.2.2 Setting Up a Solartron Frequency Response Analyzer
Place the Solartron FRA to the side or rear of the Model 890 or 850 series. It will not be necessary to operate the FRA from the front panel, but access to the front power ‘On-Off’ switch will be required. The FRA must be within reach of the GPIB cable system and close enough to connect the FRA to the rear of the model 890 or 850 series with 1 meter coaxial cables. The FRA may be left connected when not in use or not powered on without causing any problems with operation of the Test System and the FuelCell software.

12.2.3 GPIB Connections
GPIB connections are unique in that they are daisy chained together on a common set of wires. Since each equipment item has its own address, communication between the computer and each instrument takes place directly, while the other instruments ignore commands that are not addressed to them. The order in which the equipment is chained together does not matter. One cable will be required for each instrument attached to the controlling PC.

Set the device address switches on the back of the Solartron FRA as shown for GPIB address 2. This address should agree with the settings in FuelCell.

12.3 Analog Signals
The FRA and the 890 or 850 series must be interconnected with 3 coaxial cables. These carry the FRA generator signal from the FRA to the Load and carry the potential and current response signals from the Load back to the FRA.

12.3.1 Solartron 1250 FRA
Use the connectors on the rear panel of the FRA. Each channel has a pair of BNC connectors. Use only the ‘HI’ connectors. The ‘LO’ connector should have a shorting plug or 50 Ω terminator attached. These appear as male BNC connectors with no cable attached. If there are no shorting plugs on the instrument, they may be located in the accessories bag which came with the FRA, or contact your Solartron representative.

Note: Use of the 1250 without the shorting plugs may result in very noisy data.

12.3.2 Solartron 1253 FRA
Use the connectors on the rear panel of the FRA.

12.3.3 Solartron 1255, 1255B and 1260 FRA
Use the V1 HI and V2 HI connectors on the front of the Solartron FRA. The V1 LO, V2 LO, and
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INPUT I (1260 only) connectors are not used for this application. Two Attenuators are needed for use with a 1255 or 1260. Attenuator modules, available from Scribner Associates, are required for these FRAs. Connect as shown below:

The following coaxial cables should interconnect the FRA and Load:

1) Generator (FRA) to Gen In (890/850 Rear Panel)
2) Channel 1 (FRA) to Attenuator, attached to I Out (890/850 Rear Panel)
3) Channel 2 (FRA) to Attenuator, attached to E Out (890/850 Rear Panel)

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Diagram.png}
\end{center}

\textbf{12.4 Configuring \textit{FuelCell} Software}

The \textit{FuelCell} software must be configured to recognize the frequency response analyzer.

Select \textbf{File} | \textbf{Instrument Configuration}...

When prompted, enter the serial number of the 890 or 850 unit

Select the ‘Impedance’ tab as shown below.

Model 890B and 890C units can measure impedance when used with a Solartron Frequency Analyzer.

Model 890CL/890e/890ZV and 850 units may contain an optional, internal Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Analyzer. The rear panel of the unit will indicate if the unit contains an 880 Analyzer. If the unit does contain an internal 880 Analyzer, an external Solartron Analyzer cannot be used.
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If Measured By is set to ZPlot, all impedance measurements must be performed using the separate ZPlot software package.

If a Solartron 1250, 1253, 1255, or 1260 is selected, the FuelCell program will measure impedance directly, and ZPlot is not required. The ZView software package may be used to display impedance data while it is being measured and to load data for post-experiment analysis.

If a Scribner 880 is selected, the FuelCell program will measure impedance directly. The ZView software package may be used to display impedance data while it is being measured and to load data for post-experiment analysis. Scribner Associates 880 Analyzers do not require any additional address settings.

If a Solartron Analyzer model is selected, the GPIB Address settings must be set to match the GPIB Address switches on the rear panel of the frequency analyzer. The GPIB Board should always be 0 unless multiple GPIB boards are installed in the PC.

Click on Test Gpib to test communications with the frequency analyzer.

If the GPIB test fails, a list of active GPIB addresses will be displayed. Repeat the test with the frequency analyzer turned off and note which GPIB address is no longer listed as active. Make sure that the address setting in FuelCell matches this value.

Click on OK and click YES when prompted to save the new setting.

12.5 Performing Impedance Measurements

NOTE: Normal operation of the control system will be suspended during impedance measurements. For example, the current interrupt function used to measure iR drop in the 890B/C must be suspended during an impedance measurement. Also, the control loop that stabilizes the load current or voltage in the 890B/C must be suspended during impedance to prevent it from interfering with the application of the AC signal, since these two would cancel each other out at low frequencies.

To add an impedance experiment the FuelCell experiment list, click on New... and select the experiment type: Impedance: Sweep Frequency.

The ‘Sweep Frequency’ experiment is described in Section 6.12 of this manual.

Each analyzer model contains various settings that can be used to optimize measurement speed and data quality. See Optimizing Impedance Measurements, later in this appendix, for more information on the available settings.

12.6 Performing High-Frequency Resistance (HFR) Measurements

Note: HFR measurements are only available with the internal Scribner Associates 880 Frequency Analyzer.
High-frequency resistance is a technique where a single frequency impedance measurement is performed and the cell’s internal (ohmic) resistance is extracted from the real value of impedance. The HFR measurement is repeated every 2-10 seconds to create a continuous measurement of internal resistance.

See section 12.8 for information on HFR settings.

### 12.7 Performing Impedance Measurements using Arbitrary Control.

Impedance experiments can be performed from an ‘Arbitrary Control’ experiment. Single frequency measurements can be performed periodically, or exact frequencies may be specified.

See section 6.9 and Chapter 8 for more information on Arbitrary Control.

### 12.8 Optimizing Impedance Measurements (Scribner 880 FRA)

The level of noise in impedance data is primarily dependent on the size of the current and voltage signals returned to the FRA. Small generator amplitudes will increase the level of noise.

The FRA integration settings may be used to reduce the noise level. These settings can be used to increase the amount of time used to measure each frequency.

Select Background | Setup Frequency Analyzer to display the following window:

The **Sweep Experiments** settings are used when performing impedance sweep experiments or when measuring impedance from the Arbitrary Control experiment. They have no effect on HFR measurements. Each impedance data point is measured for the duration specified by **Integration Time**. The **Minimum Integration Cycles** specifies the minimum number of complete sine waves that will be used for each measurement.

To minimize noise at higher frequencies, the **Integration Time** may be increased to 5 seconds or longer. At low frequencies (<1 Hz), the total measurement time is typically determined by the
Minimum Cycles setting (at 0.1 Hz, 1 cycle takes 10 seconds, 3 cycles takes 30 seconds). To minimize the total measurement time in experiments that use very low frequencies, the Minimum Cycles may be set to 1 cycle. The HFR settings are only used when performing High Frequency Resistance measurements and do not effect Frequency Sweep experiments.

Check Use HFR Measurement to enable HFR measurement.

Each HFR data point is measured for the duration specified by Integration Time. Longer integration times may reduce the noise level. Because the HFR measurements are periodically performed on a real-time basis, Integration Times larger than 1 second may reduce the performance of other real-time measurements.

To optimize the HFR Frequency, a frequency sweep over a wide range of frequencies should be performed (10 kHz – 100 Hz). The HFR Frequency should match the frequency where the impedance spectrum crosses the X-axis on the complex plane graph. This is also the frequency where the phase angle is at or near zero.

Interval specifies how often the HFR measurement is performed. Intervals below 5 seconds may reduce the performance of other real-time measurements and should only be used when necessary to measure cell conditions that are very rapidly changing.

HFR measurements are performed by adding a high frequency AC sine wave to DC current already present in the cell. The Amplitude of the sine wave is specified as a percentage of the DC current applied to the cell. The amplitude may not exceed 100%. Typically values of 1% to 10% are used. Smaller amplitudes will increase the level of noise, particularly when the DC current is small compared to the total current limit of the load unit.

The amplitude of the AC signal is further constrained by the Amplitude Minimum and Amplitude Maximum values.

V1 Range selects the voltage range used to measure the AC cell current sensor signal. V2 Range selects the range used to measure the AC cell voltage signal. ‘Auto’ allows the software to automatically select the range to maximize sensitivity. A minimum range may be selected which prevents auto-ranging below the specified range. This may be used to prevent continuous oscillation of the ranges which can slow the measurement process.

Reset will change all of the settings to their default values.

12.9 Optimizing Impedance Measurements (Solartron FRA)

The level of noise in impedance data is primarily dependent on the size of the current and voltage signals returned to the FRA. Small generator amplitudes will increase the level of noise.

The FRA integration settings may be used to reduce the noise level. These settings can be used to increase the amount of time used to measure each frequency.
Select **Background | Setup Frequency Analyzer** to display the following window:

![Setup Frequency Analyzer - 1260](image)

The **Mode** and **Connections** parameters should never need to be changed, if the frequency analyzer is connected to the Test System as described earlier in this appendix.

**Integration** determines the length of time used to measure each frequency. For lower noise, set the **Auto Integration** to *VI, Short (or Ch1, Short)* and set the **Integration Time** to *5 seconds*. This instructs the analyzer to monitor the noise level on the V1 signal and to use up to 5 seconds when noise is encountered.

When measuring, the FRA may display an **Error 82: Auto Integration Failure** message. This message does NOT indicate invalid data. It indicates that the noise level just was larger than the limit specified by the **Auto Integration Type** setting.

### 12.10 Viewing and Analyzing Impedance Data with ZView®

Impedance data can be graphed and analyzed using *ZView*. *ZView* must be installed separately, from the software CD. *ZView* provides several tutorials on the graphing and analysis of impedance data.

To display impedance data while measurements are being performed, start *ZView* and locate the item in the toolbar that shows ‘No Active Data’. Click on the drop down box and select ~FuelCell 3 to display the live data as it is being measured by the FuelCell program.

Use **Ctrl+A** or **Option | AutoScale All Graphs** to rescale the graphs to match the data.

To load FuelCell data files that contain impedance measurements, select **File | Data Files...** and select FuelCell Files (*.fcd) as the file type.
CHAPTER 13. FUELAUX.INI FILE SETTINGS

This chapter describes how to setup and use the “fueaux.ini” file for use with an 892e Data Expansion Unit or 850 Auto Multi Gas Selector Unit (AMG). Parameters of the fueaux.ini file are defined and examples are provided.

Note that FuelCell version 4.2 and later include configuration of the 892e and 850 AMG unit in the Instrument Configuration thus eliminating the need to manually edit the FuelAux.ini files. See Chapter 11 for details of the Instrument Configuration menus.

13.1 Using the 892e with FuelCell

13.1.1 Getting Started


First copy the file named ‘fueaux.ini’ from the included CD or memory stick to the working folder for the FuelCell software (usually ‘C:\fuelcell’). This file allows FuelCell to configure and display data from the Model 892e as well as performing its existing functions. This file will be preconfigured before it is shipped and does not need to be modified for basic operation. This section describes configuration for advanced users.

NOTE: 3.13 or newer version of the 850e/890e firmware required for 892e compatibility. The file may also contain other lines unrelated to the 892e for controlling other equipment.

Each [ModuleX] section describes one of the two groups of channels of an 892e system and contains some or all of the following parameters. Up to two 892e systems (four [ModuleX] sections) can be used with the 850e/890e and FuelCell software. An example ‘fueaux.ini’ file is shown below following the parameter descriptions.

13.1.2 RS485 Address Setting

The value of this parameter should be ‘1’ for Module 1 and ‘2’ for Module 2 for a single 892e unit used with a test system. If two 892e units are used, use the included pre-configured ‘fueaux.ini’ file or contact Scribner Associates for configuration details.

The 892e is split into two modules, each of which has 8 inputs. The following settings will activate input #1 and use the text label “Temp1” in the FuelCell program for this input channel. If Used and Name values are not entered, the input will not be used.

Input1Used=1
Input1Name=Temp1
Each input also has optional scaling values. The following settings will multiply the value for input #1 by 10 and then add 5.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Input1Scale} &= 10 \\
\text{Input1Offset} &= 5
\end{align*}
\]

This is useful if a pressure transducer or other sensor is used with a linear voltage or current output (see example below).

### 13.1.3 Example ‘fuelaux.ini’ Configuration File for 892e

Below is an example of the ‘fuelaux.ini’ configuration settings for an 892e with eight (8) thermocouple and eight (8) 50 PSIG pressure transducers (0-5 V).

```
[Program]
; This file describes the configuration of the 892e Aux signal options

[Module1]
RS485Address=1
Input1Used=1
Input1Name=Temp 1
Input2Used=1
Input2Name=Temp 2
Input3Used=1
Input3Name=Temp 3
Input4Used=1
Input4Name=Temp 4
Input5Used=1
Input5Name=Temp 5
Input6Used=1
Input6Name=Temp 6
Input7Used=1
Input7Name=Temp 7
Input8Used=1
Input8Name=Temp 8

[Module2]
; 4mA=1V=0 PSIG, 20mA=5V=50 PSIG
RS485Address=2
Input1Used=1
Input1Name=Pressure 1
Input1Scale=12.5
Input1Offset=-12.5
Input2Used=1
Input2Name=Pressure 2
Input2Scale=12.5
Input2Offset=-12.5
Input3Used=1
Input3Name=Pressure 3
Input3Scale=12.5
Input3Offset=-12.5
Input4Used=1
Input4Name=Pressure 4
Input4Scale=12.5
Input4Offset=-12.5
```
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Input5Used=1
Input5Name=Pressure 5
Input5Scale=12.5
Input5Offset=-12.5
Input6Used=1
Input6Name=Pressure 6
Input6Scale=12.5
Input6Offset=-12.5
Input7Used=1
Input7Name=Pressure 7
Input7Scale=12.5
Input7Offset=-12.5
Input8Used=1
Input8Name=Pressure 8
Input8Scale=12.5
Input8Offset=-12.5

13.1.4 Troubleshooting

Take the following steps if the FuelCell software does not communicate with the Model 892e:

1. Ensure that the Model 892e is connected to the test system using the supplied serial cable, or an appropriate RS485 connection as described in section 2.2 of the 892e manual, and that all connections are secure.

2. Ensure that the Model 892e power switch is on and that AC power is connected.

3. Ensure that you are using the latest version of FuelCell software.

4. Check the ‘fuelaux.ini’ file and ensure that it is installed in the FuelCell working folder and configured properly as described in Chapter 3.

If the FuelCell software is properly working with the Model 892e, the live data should be listed in the right-hand data list of the FuelCell software.
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13.2 Using the 850 Auto MultiGas Valve Assembly with FuelCell and fuelaux.ini

Refer to section 11.2 if using FuelCell versions 4.2 and later. The following instructions are for users with FuelCell versions 4.1 or earlier.

Refer to the 850 Auto MultiGas Valve Assembly instructions for installation of the hardware.

13.2.1 Changing the Gas descriptions and gas stoichiometry factor / fraction fuel

1. Close FuelCell software

2. Using Windows Explorer, navigate to the FuelCell folder that contains the fuelaux.ini file (default c:\fuelcell)

3. Open “fuelaux.ini” file with Notepad.

4. Change the respective “GasName” and “PureFraction” parameters to the appropriate values.

   a. For example, for Hydrogen (H2) connected to the Anode A (Gas 1) inlet of the AMG and the others unused:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMVA Port</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode A</td>
<td>AnodeGas1Name=A AnodeGas1PureFraction=1</td>
<td>AnodeGas1Name=H2 AnodeGas1PureFraction=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode B</td>
<td>AnodeGas2Name=B AnodeGas2PureFraction=0.5</td>
<td>AnodeGas2Name=Unused AnodeGas2PureFraction=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode C</td>
<td>AnodeGas3Name=C AnodeGas3PureFraction=0</td>
<td>AnodeGas3Name=Unused AnodeGas3PureFraction=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   b. Cathode: Air connected to the Cathode A (Gas 1) and Nitrogen (N2) connected to the Cathode B (Gas 2) inlet of the AMG (and the Cathode C unused):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMVA Port</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cathode A</td>
<td>CathodeGas1Name=A CathodeGas1PureFraction=1</td>
<td>CathodeGas1Name=Air CathodeGas1PureFraction=0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode B</td>
<td>CathodeGas2Name=B CathodeGas2PureFraction=0.5</td>
<td>CathodeGas2Name=N2 CathodeGas2PureFraction=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode C</td>
<td>CathodeGas3Name=C CathodeGas3PureFraction=0</td>
<td>CathodeGas3Name=Unused CathodeGas3PureFraction=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   c. The “fuelaux.ini” file text would appear as:

   ```ini
   AnodeGas1Used=1
   AnodeGas1Digital=0
   AnodeGas1Name=H2
   AnodeGas1PureFraction=1
   AnodeGas2Used=1
   AnodeGas2Digital=1
   AnodeGas2Name=Unused
   AnodeGas2PureFraction=0
   AnodeGas3Used=1
   ```
AnodeGas3Digital=2
AnodeGas3Name=Unused
AnodeGas3PureFraction=0
AnodeGas4Used=0
AnodeGas4Digital=0
AnodeGas4Name=Unused
AnodeGas4PureFraction=0
CathodeGas1Used=1
CathodeGas1Digital=0
CathodeGas1Name=AIR
CathodeGas1PureFraction=0.21
CathodeGas2Used=1
CathodeGas2Digital=16
CathodeGas2Name=N2
CathodeGas2PureFraction=0
CathodeGas3Used=1
CathodeGas3Digital=32
CathodeGas3Name=Unused
CathodeGas3PureFraction=0
CathodeGas4Used=0
CathodeGas4Digital=0
CathodeGas4Name=Unused
CathodeGas4PureFraction=0

d. The Setup Fuel window in FuelCell would appear as:

![Setup Fuel window](image)
13.2.2 Default “fuelaux.ini” settings for 850 Auto MultiGas Assembly

[Module1]
; RS485Address=1 to enable
RS485Address=0
Input1Used=1
Input1Name=Temp 1
Input2Used=1
Input2Name=Temp 2
Input3Used=1
Input3Name=Temp 3
Input4Used=1
Input4Name=Temp 4
Input5Used=1
Input5Name=Temp 5
Input6Used=1
Input6Name=Temp 6
Input7Used=1
Input7Name=Temp 7
Input8Used=1
Input8Name=Temp 8

[Module2]
; RS485Address=2 to enable
RS485Address=0
Input1Used=1
Input1Name=Volts 9
Input2Used=1
Input2Name=Volts 10
Input3Used=1
Input3Name=Volts 11
Input4Used=1
Input4Name=Volts 12
Input5Used=1
Input5Name=Volts 13
Input6Used=1
Input6Name=Volts 14
Input7Used=1
Input7Name=Volts 15
Input8Used=1
Input8Name=Volts 16

[Aux893]
; Auto MultiGas for 850
; ControlType=0 // Aux893 not installed
; ControlType=1 // Aux893 uses ABC solenoid valve selection with no manual selector
; ControlType=2 // Aux893 uses ABC solenoid valve selection with additional manual selector
ControlType=1
AnodeUsed=1
CathodeUsed=1
AnodeAddress=10
CathodeAddress=10
AnodeType=1
CathodeType=1
AnodeGas1Used=1
AnodeGas1Digital=0
AnodeGas1Name=A
AnodeGas1PureFraction=1
AnodeGas2Used=1
AnodeGas2Digital=1
AnodeGas2Name=B
AnodeGas2PureFraction=0.5
AnodeGas3Used=1
AnodeGas3Digital=2
AnodeGas3Name=C
AnodeGas3PureFraction=1
AnodeGas4Used=0
AnodeGas4Digital=0
AnodeGas4Name=Unused
AnodeGas4PureFraction=1
AnodeGasMUsed=0
AnodeGasMName=Unused
AnodeGasMPureFraction=1
CathodeGas1Used=1
CathodeGas1Digital=0
CathodeGas1Name=A
CathodeGas1PureFraction=1
CathodeGas2Used=1
CathodeGas2Digital=16
CathodeGas2Name=B
CathodeGas2PureFraction=0.5
CathodeGas3Used=1
CathodeGas3Digital=32
CathodeGas3Name=C
CathodeGas3PureFraction=0
CathodeGas4Used=0
CathodeGas4Digital=0
CathodeGas4Name=Unused
CathodeGas4PureFraction=1
CathodeGasMUsed=0
CathodeGasMName=Unused
CathodeGasMPureFraction=1
### 13.3 Description of “fuelaux.ini” Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS485Address</td>
<td>Defines the address for the 892e RS485 modules</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InputXUsed</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ControlType</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 = Aux893 not installed; 1 = Aux893 uses ABC solenoid valve selection with no manual selector (used with 850 AMG unit); 2 = Aux893 uses ABC solenoid valve selection with additional manual selector (used with 840)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeUsed</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CathodeUsed</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeAddress</td>
<td>Defines the address of the 893/AMG unit Address</td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CathodeAddress</td>
<td>RS485 Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeType</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CathodeType</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeGasXUsed</td>
<td>Defines if gas is used on Anode input X</td>
<td>1 = used, 0 = unused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeGasXDigital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeGasXName</td>
<td>Descriptive name of gas connected to Anode input X that is displayed in FuelCell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnodeGasXPureFraction</td>
<td>Fraction of gas connect to Anode input X that is reactive</td>
<td>0 to 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14.1 Introduction

This chapter compares the impact of using the Fixed Minimum Flow Rate vs. the Load-Based Minimum Flow Rate on the resulting stoichiometry and flow rate while under load. In the example, the minimum and stoichiometry values are the same but the resulting flow rate and stoichiometry differ.

When using the Fixed Minimum Flow Rate, the flow rate is constant until the current is sufficient that the flow rate must increase to maintain the desired stoichiometry. Thus, the correct stoichiometry is applied for all currents where the required flow rate exceeds the minimum flow rate.

In contrast, when using the Load-Based Minimum Flow Rate, the total flow rate is this minimum value plus additional flow based on the load. So the actual flow rate always exceeds that required to obtain the desired stoichiometry, with the actual stoichiometry approaching the desired value with increasing current production.
Stoichiometric-based flow rate control with a Fixed Minimum Flow:

Stoichiometric-based flow rate control with a Load-Based Minimum Flow:
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14.3 FuelCell Manual

Stoichiometric + Fixed Minimum Flow
Stoichiometric + Load-Based Minimum Flow

Anode Flow Rate, SL/M

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I (A)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cathode Flow Rate, SL/M

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I (A)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Stoichiometric + Fixed Minimum Flow
Stoichiometric + Load-Based Minimum Flow

Flow_Acceleration (mA) vs. I (A)

Flow_Cathode (mL/h) vs. I (A)